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About 30 million women in the U.S. are estimated to be victims of sex crimes in 

their lifetimes. However, sex crimes, especially those committed against immigrants are 

the least reported crime in the country. Some sex crime victims say the fear of media 

criticism discourages them from reporting the crime. In May 2011, an African maid 

working at a New York hotel accused Dominique Strauss-Kahn, the former director of 

the International Monetary Fund, of sexually assaulting her.  

 This qualitative content analysis examined the coverage of the DSK case, by 

three leading international newspapers: the New York Times, The Guardian and Le 

Monde. Findings suggest that Strauss-Kahn received more favorable coverage than 

Diallo. Frames identified in the coverage include the importance of status/prominence, 

race, culture differences, victim-blaming, male privilege, socioeconomic differences and 

focus on appearance. The study recommends that news organizations avoid judgmental 

coverage of sex crimes and consider identifying victims by allowing them to tell their 

side of the story. 
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CHAPTER I  

INTRODUCTION 

Contextualizing Sex Crimes Against Immigrant Women  

Each year, tens of thousands of women are raped or sexually assaulted in the 

United States of America. In 2010 alone, the Federal Bureau of Investigation reports 

that 84,767 sex crimes were reported to law enforcement. The numbers are so high that 

the National Institute of Justice and the Department of Defense estimates that one out 

of every five women (that is, about 30 million women) in the U.S. has suffered an 

attempted or completed rape in her lifetime (Rabin, 2011). While men sometimes fall 

victim to sex crimes, the Rape, Abuse and Incest National Network (RAINN) reports that 

9 out of 10 rape victims are women. When further broken down, these figures show the 

uneven number of rape among women of different races. Women of color make up a 

larger percentage of sex crime victims. In fact, RAINN reports that Black women make 

up 18.8% of rape victims, a figure one-percentage point higher than the number of 

White women who are victims of the same crimes.  

On May 14, 2011, a maid at New York’s luxurious Sofitel Hotel alleged that she 

had been sexually assaulted by the then managing director of the International 

Monetary Fund, Dominique Strauss-Kahn (DSK). The alleged victim in this story is 32-

year-old Nafissatou Diallo. She is a West African immigrant from Guinea. Nafissatou 

Diallo is a perfect representation of the above mentioned rape statistics. Not only does 

she claim that she was sexually assaulted, but she is also Black, which makes her a 

minority and she is a woman. However, she falls into the category of the fewer women 

who have accused men of a different race of raping or sexually assaulting them. 
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Approximately 88% of rapes and sexual assault cases in the U.S. involve people of the 

same race (Greenfield, 1997). 

Diallo is not only a Black in the U.S., but she is an immigrant. As of 2010, about 

36.7 million people living in the U.S. were foreign-born, accounting for 12% of the 

American population (US Census Bureau, 2010). However, this rather small proportion 

of the population makes up a significant percentage of violent crime victims. The New 

York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene estimates that this population 

segment makes up about 51% of intimate partner homicide victims.  

 A recent study by the Southern Poverty Law Center revealed that immigrant 

females are also likely to make up a huge percentage of women who do not report their 

rape (Reed, 2011). The researchers discovered that all 150 female immigrant workers 

at U.S. food industries reported having been sexually harassed and/or assaulted in the 

past at the workplace, yet only a handful of them had reported these cases because 

they feared that this would raise questions about their immigration status and that of 

their family members (Reed, 2011). 

 

Relationship between Media and Rape Victims 

Diallo is an African woman of Guinean origin. While media coverage is generally 

less favorable or available for Black women in general, it might even be more unfair to 

an African woman who comes from a continent that has been continuously subject to 

negative and disproportionate coverage from the Western media (Baffour, 2008; 

Kutufam, 2005; Swain, 2003). As a Black woman, Diallo, like other African and African-

American women, is said to receive unequal and unfair coverage from the media 
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because the achievements of this group of women are usually not reflected in media 

coverage (Nelson, 2011; Righter, 2011). In fact, Defrancisco and Palczewski (2007) 

assert that all women, in addition to minorities, especially women of color, are 

underrepresented in the media. According to Alexander (2005), the absence of Blacks 

in the media signifies that they are still the victims of victims of unequal justice in various 

American institutions. 

Meanwhile the incidence of rape and sexual assault cases are on the rise. Media 

coverage has failed to match this increase not only in quantity, but also content wise. A 

study of prime-time television and news shows by Moorti (2002) suggested that rape 

statistics do not match media coverage of the crime. This study revealed that one of the 

flaws of media coverage of rape is that it tends to lean more towards explaining the 

impact rape has on White female victims, and demonizing and blaming rape as a 

consequence of Black masculinity (Moorti, 2002). Black males are typically stereotyped 

as people with animalistic appetites whose desires are to rape White women and this 

bestiality as well as the promiscuous image given to the Black woman help to shape 

African Americans’ experience of oppression (George & Martinez, 2002; Moorti, 2002). 

Underrepresentation of females in the media is therefore not the media’s only 

flaw when it comes to their coverage of women. Nadra Kareem Nittle of the Maynard 

Institute (2011) states that media have the tendency to present women of all ethnicities 

as promiscuous women in an effort to free the assailants of these victims of 

accountability. This, however, should be avoided especially in cases concerning African 

Americans, whom Nittle (2011) says have been sexualized in the past.  
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Myths are also common about the sexuality of Black women. These women are 

usually seen as sexualized and promiscuous people (George & Martinez, 2002; 

Yarbrough & Bennett, 2000). This myth seemed evident in the portrayals given to Diallo 

by some media organizations. In their coverage of what is now commonly referred to as 

the DSK case, the New York Post on July 2, 2011, referred to Diallo as a “hooker” in a 

headline, even though she was employed as a hotel maid. Such media coverage 

seemed reminiscent of historical media coverage of Black women which presented 

them as “sexually lascivious” people, thus exonerating White perpetrators of their 

actions if these women were victimized, and discounting the validity of the victims’ 

claims (Nittle, 2011).  

Black people in general are usually presented as people with excessive sexual 

appetites compared to Whites (George & Martinez, 2002). Nittle (2011) postulates that 

the term “hooker” is often used to describe Black women, and bears its roots from years 

past when it was used as a tool to cheapen Black women (Nittle, 2011). Another source 

of the term is the American Civil War general, Joseph Hooker, who kept prostitutes at 

his headquarters (Rawson, 2006). The term hooker is linked to the character Jezebel 

that was created during the slavery era to describe sexually denigrated Black women 

who were considered as seductive, lascivious and attractive temptresses who could not 

be trusted (Collins, 2000; Ladson-Billings, 2009; Roberts, 1999). Another promiscuous 

character, the Sapphire, was equally created to represent Black women during the 

slavery era (Ladson-Billings, 2009; Moorti, 2002). Women called Sapphires were 

portrayed as “stubborn, bitchy, bossy, and hateful” ladies (Ladson-Billings, 2009, p.  89).   
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Background to the DSK Case and Victim Privacy 

Diallo was found hiding in a hallway after she ran out of Strauss-Kahn’s room 

after the alleged sexual aggression took place. Diallo’s account was that Strauss-Kahn 

had locked her in his room where he forced her to perform oral sex acts (Solomon, 

2011). Gartner (1991) states that few rape cases are ever a national story, but the DSK 

case was covered by news organizations in the U.S. and many other parts of the world. 

Based on Meyers (2007) assertion that violence against poor Black women is less likely 

to get extensive media coverage or any coverage at all, it is therefore very likely that the 

DSK received so much media attention because it was a case involving the director of a 

global organization at the time and potential French presidential candidate. 

 This can be explained by the fact that the more prominent the stakeholders in a 

case are, the more “extensive and prominent” the coverage tends to be (Meyers, 2007, 

p.  12; Roscho, 1975). An individual’s rank in social hierarchy has been linked not only 

to the influence of their attitude on others, but also to the willingness of others to be 

aware of their actions and attitudes and not those of people of a lower rank in that social 

hierarchy (Roshco,1975). When common people make it to the news, they have to be 

presented in negative ways in order to be considered newsworthy, while positive news 

tends to be associated with the elite (Galtung & Ruge, 1965). In a study of reporting in a 

small Midwestern city with a population of 70,000, the researchers discovered that the 

reports on individuals of the highest socio-economic status more than tripled reports on 

the rest of the population (Roshco, 1975). 

An equally important characteristic of the relationship between prominence and 

media coverage is the focus of news coverage. Moorti (2002) states that it is common 
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for rape coverage tend to be focused primarily on the accused men (Moorti, 2002). It is 

therefore probable that most of the media’s attention given to DSK case was mainly 

focused on Strauss-Kahn, and not Diallo, his accuser. This could be attributed to the 

accused’s prominent status, but by shifting all their attention to the accused men, the 

media produce “masculinized narratives of rape” and thus transform the accuser’s 

violation into a “symbolic cause for the discussion of other issues such as inner-city 

violence…or political privilege” (Moorti, 2002, p. 73). 

After the alleged sexual assault occurred, Diallo’s colleagues described her as 

distressed, traumatized, spitting and speaking with difficulty, while she claimed that she 

hid after the incident for fear of losing her job (Solomon, 2011). Diallo, who was in 

charge of cleaning Strauss-Kahn’s $3,000-a-night VIP suite, said she was cleaning the 

accused’s room when the naked man walked out of the bathroom and grabbed her 

behind after she had apologized and turned away from him. She alleges that it was then 

that he trapped her in his room and forced her to perform oral sex acts (Solomon, 

2011). 

Diallo’s claims that Strauss-Kahn had attacked her, and forced her to perform 

oral sex on him classified her as a supposed rape victim, but did not shield her from the 

media, some of whom disclosed her identity barely days after the alleged rape incident. 

On May 18, 2011, four days after Diallo pressed charges against Strauss-Kahn, 

Guineenews, a Guinean organization, revealed her identity. “A few days ago, 

Nafissatou, a young maid in a luxurious New York hotel and a mother of a 15-year-old 

child of Guinean origin, accused the director-general of the International Monetary Fund 

(IMF), Dominique Strauss Khan, of raping her,” reads the article.  
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Guineenews was, however, not the only publication to name Diallo. The Irish 

Times, which identifies itself as Ireland’s quality daily newspaper, also revealed Diallo’s 

identity on June 7, 2011, weeks before Diallo willingly disclosed her identity to the 

public. The New York Times on its part identified Diallo by race, calling her an African 

immigrant two days after the occurrence of the alleged sexual assault. 

The disclosure of a rape victim’s identity by the media is not a new thing. Neither 

is it a crime for the media to reveal a sex crime victim’s name even by the government 

standards, except in the cases of Florida, Georgia and South Carolina, which prohibit 

the publication of a rape victim’s name (Denno, 1993). The media actually has the 

backing of the American Civil Liberties Union, which states that there is no legal reason 

why the media cannot publish victims’ names, but proposes that ethics be the cause of 

victim anonymity in the media (Frank, 1984). In its code of ethics, the Society of 

Professional Journalists, an organization which represents journalists in the United 

States, recommends that reporters be cautious when naming victims of sex crimes in 

order to satisfy the principle of minimizing harm. 

Most news organizations in the U.S. stay away from naming rape victims, but 

some of them such as the New York Times and NBC News make case-by-case 

decisions in choosing whether or not to name rape victims (Denno, 1993; Gartner, 

1991; Jones, 1991). As of now, rape remains the only crime involving adults where the 

media in a majority of the cases do not name the accuser (Economist, 1991; Lotozo, 

2003). The media is under no obligation in most parts of the U.S. to keep a rape victim’s 

identity secret but most media organizations withhold the names of rape victims as a 

matter of tradition or policy (Denniston, 1991; Hackney, 2003; Jones, 1989; Ticker, 
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1994). Names in high profile cases are among the few names that get mentioned by the 

media when covering rape cases, though editors in general express reluctance in 

publishing the names of sex crimes victims (Thomason, LaRocque & Thomas, 1995). 

 In April 1991, Robert Parker, a judge in Palm Beach County, Florida dismissed a 

case filed against the Boston Globe for naming the accuser of William Kennedy Smith in 

a rape case; a ruling which was acclaimed by journalists because it left the right to 

naming of a victim in the hands of the media instead of censorship and state law 

(Denniston, 1991; Jones, 1989; Ticker, 1994). While this case did not overturn Florida’s 

law prohibiting the release of rape victims’ names, the judge argued that the victim’s 

name in the Kennedy Smith case was obtained from public records (Jones, 1989). Most 

editors actually refrain from publishing the names of rape victims except in cases where 

the victims are murdered, go public, or are willing to be identified (Thomason, LaRocque 

& Thomas, 1995). 

Rape victims already suffer from harm in the form of stigma, short-term and long-

psychiatric conditions, as well as moderate to severe emotional and physical problems 

(Campbell et al., 1999; Kuehn, 2011; Lotozo, 2003; Ticker, 1994). The impact of rape 

on its victims could also include fears of intimacy, rape-trauma syndrome, which may 

last for days or weeks, flashbacks, eating and sleep problems, mood swings and 

posttraumatic stress disorder (Brody, 2011; Kuehn, 2011). It is therefore believed by sex 

crime victims and even counselors that the revelation of victims’ names adds to their 

harm because it usually leads to “humiliation, ostracism and even retaliation” (Johnson, 

1999, p. 1). 
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Supporters of the policy that protects the identity of rape victims assert that rape 

is humiliating, traumatic and private to its victims (Lotozo, 2003; McBride, 2002).  

Diallo’s victim status was, however, debatable not only because she was named by the 

media, but because Greer (2007) postulates that social divisions, such as race, 

ethnicity, age, class and gender determine a person’s ability legitimately to claim victim 

status and this debate is to an extent framed and inflected, by the news media.  

This decision to keep the identities of rape victims secret is however widely 

debated, as some argue that naming the victim destroys existing stigmas and fulfills a 

journalistic obligation of providing the public with the complete facts of a story (Gartner, 

1991; Gay, 1985; Hackney, 2003). Michael Gartner, former president of NBC News, is 

one of the critics of this practice, which he calls a “conspiracy of silence” (1991). Gartner 

(1991) backs his defense for naming rape victims by making the argument that the 

national debate that ensued after NBC’s decision to name a Florida rape victim in 1991 

brought the horrible crime of rape to the light, which was a beneficial side effect.  

Like Michael Gartner, Henry G. Gay, the publisher of the Shelton-Mason County 

Journal in the D.C. area, asserts that it is unfair to report the name of one side of a rape 

case and grant the other party an exception. Thus, his publication published the names 

of all witnesses at rape trials including the name of the victim, and in cases where the 

rape was reported; Gay’s publication released the victim’s name even sooner (Jones, 

1989). This editorial policy is upheld by critics who ascertain that hiding a rape victim’s 

identity does not only infringe on the public’s right to know, but signifies the media’s 

acceptance of the victim’s testimony (Nolan, 1983). 
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Diallo is not the first alleged sex crime victim who has been subject to media 

exposure. Her name was released before she made a public appearance, and also it 

was revealed that she has a 15-year old daughter. In 2003, a 19-year old hotel maid in 

Eagle County, Colorado accused basketball star, Kobe Bryant, of rape. The Bryant and 

Strauss-Kahn cases bear a lot of similarity because hotel workers accused both high-

profiled men of sexual crimes. The similarity even goes further when a comparison is 

made of the nature of media coverage the two accusers received. Both women in these 

high profiled cases were named by the press after they made the allegations, the teen 

victim’s coverage even went as far as publishing her picture in an article by the tabloid 

The Globe, which showed the teenager on prom night lifting her dress to expose a 

garter belt, with the caption: “Did she really say no” (Thompson, 2003). 

In the DSK case, Tristane Banon, a French woman who accused Strauss-Kahn 

of attempting to rape her in 2003 was described by a reporter for Le Monde as a 

habitual wearer of ripped jeans (De la Baume, 2011). Not only was this piece of 

information not relevant to her accusations of Strauss-Kahn, but it depicted her as a 

woman who dresses irresponsibly and thus her encounter with Strauss-Kahn could be 

blamed on this dress manner which exposes some skin. Benedict (1992) argues that it 

is common for sex crime victims to be presented by the media in two ways: the victim is 

either a virgin who is “pure and innocent, a true victim attacked by monsters” or she is a 

vamp, that is, a “wanton female who provoked the assailant with her sexuality” (p. 18). 

Media coverage of the Kobe Bryant accuser and Diallo and even Banon are not 

necessarily representative of media coverage of all alleged sex crime victims. Greer 

(2007) asserts that the media tend to treat victims differently as concerns the naming 
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aspect and the amount of attention given to the victims. Older women and children, who 

are perceived as vulnerable and ideal victims, receive more media coverage, while 

intense coverage is only given occasionally to victims whose credibility may be disputed 

because of a questionable past, promiscuous or criminal record (Christie, 1986; Greer, 

2007).  

Renowned media like the New York Times however failed to show compassion 

toward one of such vulnerable victims who was a victim of gang-rape in March 2011. In 

a March 8, 2011 report for the New York, writer James C. McKinley seemed to justify 

the rape of an 11-year old Hispanic girl in Cleveland, Texas by focusing on issues such 

as the girl’s manner of dress, her social habits and apparent lack of good parenting. 

“They said she dressed older than her age, wearing makeup and fashions more 

appropriate to a woman in her 20s. She would hang out with teenage boys at a 

playground, some said” wrote McKinley, while quoting the young victim’s neighbors 

(McKinley, 2011). This fits into Flanders’ (1991) argument that “instead of hearing the 

cries of survivors, the press is hearing the complaints of apologists; instead of 

condemning cruelty, the press promotes excuses.” 

 

Importance of Study 

Nittle (2011) postulates that in the days following Diallo’s accusation of the 

French executive, media coverage of the alleged victim leaned more toward the 

sympathetic side.  Major media organizations such as the New York Times and Reuters 

presented her as a submissive and unworldly “wide-eyed bumpkin in the big city,” and 

also “a dutiful working-class woman” (North, 2011 as cited in Nittle, 2011; Nittle, 2011). 
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The media’s sympathy, however, didn’t last too long as the New York Post 

published in an article on May 18, 2011 that Diallo lived in an apartment for HIV 

patients, a fact which according to Solomon (2011) transformed Diallo into a stereotype 

and not a potential victim. Diallo became the face of a stereotype that usually leads to 

the association of African and African American women with AIDS (Tillet, 2011, as cited 

in Solomon, 2011). By perpetuating this stereotype, the New York Post seemed to 

project the impression that Strauss-Kahn and not Diallo was a victim in this case 

(Solomon, 2011). 

Rape and sexual assault are crimes that could happen to any woman in the U.S. 

irrespective of her race, socio-economic status or legal status. While media coverage of 

this crime has generally increased over the years, the quality still leaves a lot to be 

desired (Flanders, 1991). Rape coverage tends to be negative to most victims, but 

particularly to groups such as racial minorities and people of lower social or income 

brackets (Meyers, 1997; Nittle, 2011). Blacks in particular are faced with prejudices, 

stereotypes and discrimination that impact the reactions of members of society towards 

their rape and their perceptions of the victims (George & Martinez, 2002).  

Studies have shown that some sex crime victims tend to keep their rape a secret 

from the authorities because they fear the identification by the media, and the way in 

which the media will portray them in their coverage (Brody, 2011; Lotozo, 2003). This 

study could, therefore, reveal ways in which the media could improve on their coverage 

in order to ensure better treatment of rape victims and possibly an increase in the 

number of women who report their rape. At the moment, it is estimated that about 60% 

of rape cases go unreported (Brody, 2011; McBride, 2002; Rennison, 2002).  
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Previous research on media coverage of sex crime cases has mostly focused on 

areas such as: differences in rape coverage of selected races excluding Africans and 

the perpetuation of rape myths by media that blame victims. However, this study 

touches an underexplored area of research which is analyzing the quality of rape 

coverage given to an immigrant woman of color living in the U.S. Race and femininity 

form the framework for this study, because Moorti (2002) argues that these two issues 

are “intersecting categories” which cannot be separated from each other (p. 17). 

Another factor which is examined is class because it also plays a role in determining the 

way “anti-women violence” is represented (Meyers, 2007, p. 12). 

This study is also an important because there is presently a modicum of mass 

communication research on media treatment and portrayal of who play an important 

role in the African society. Joseph and Lewis (1981) argue that African women in 

ancient Africa were important because some of them were strong rulers who served as 

militarists, resistance fighters and heads of state who ruled countries such as Egypt, 

Nigeria and Angola, among others, with “unquestioned powers” (p. 87). Diallo is from a 

West Africa, a region that is closely tied to African Americans and White (2001) states 

that though men were ultimately in control of the West African society in pre-colonial 

Africa, societal organizations such as kinship networks allowed women to exercise great 

power in those societies. By focusing this study on a woman who hails from that part of 

the world, this study therefore has the potential to add to the body of knowledge in mass 

communication. 
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Research Question 

How did media attitudes towards Diallo differ according to country and how were 

social class, race and gender used by the Western media as a determinant of the 

quality of media coverage given to Diallo? 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Theory 

Black Feminist Thought 

Black feminist thought is a concept that resists “White supremacist capitalist 

patriarchy and seeks economic, political, and ideological liberation for individuals and 

groups” (Hooks, 1989). Black feminist thought is important because it centers on a 

group of women who experience two prevalent systems of oppression: gender and race 

unlike the more individualist-oriented approach adopted by White feminism (Bush, 2009; 

Collins, 2000; White, 2001).  While all Black women do not share a homogeneous 

standpoint, Black women are faced with core issues and themes (Collins, 2000). 

Another importance of this system of thought, according to Collins (2006), is that it is 

only after “Black girls” enter into freedom that others will have the ability to find hope for 

the future. 

 Race, gender, class and sexuality are all factors that constitute mutually 

constructing systems of oppression within Black feminism in the U.S. (Smith 1983; 

Lorde, 1984; Crenshaw 1991, as cited in Collins, 2000). This is dissimilar from White 

Feminism, which Lorde (1984) argued was only focused on gender oppression, and 

excluded Black women because they redefined “woman” in terms of their own 

experiences alone.  

Collins (2000) argues that “the sexual politics of Black womanhood that shaped 

Black women’s experiences with pornography, prostitution, and rape relied upon racist, 

sexist, and heterosexist ideologies to construct Black women’s sexualities as deviant” 
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(p. 227). These intersectional paradigms explain what Collins (2000) calls a matrix of 

domination, which describe “overall social organization within which intersecting 

oppressions originate, develop, and are contained” (p. 227). While these intersecting 

oppressions exist today like they did historically, they usually take different forms 

(Collins, 2000). 

One of those intersecting oppressions was the perpetuation of sex crimes 

against Black women. This oppression has a significant place in American history, as 

sex crimes were used as a tool to combat the fight for racial equality during the Civil 

rights era (McGuire, 2011). The battle by African Americans to destroy White 

supremacy and gain personal and political autonomy in the U.S. was therefore fueled by 

crucial issues such as sexual violence and interracial rape (Gardner, 2011). Starting 

even before the Civil Rights era, White men had seen the rape of slave girls as a means 

to reinforce their domination over their human-form property, and a way of destroying 

the female slave’s will to fight their status as slaves (Robertson, 1996).  

 

Definitions of Rape and Relationship to Hegemonic Theory 

The U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) defines rape as “forced sexual 

intercourse including both psychological coercion as well as physical force. Forced 

sexual intercourse means penetration by the offender(s).” Acts that fall under this 

category include attempted rapes on male as well as female victims, and both 

heterosexual and homosexual rape, other types of sexual assault, as well as verbal 

threats of rape.  
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Sexual assault on its part is defined as “a wide range of victimizations, separate 

from rape or attempted rape.  These crimes include attacks or attempted attacks 

generally involving unwanted sexual contact between victim and offender” (U.S. Bureau 

of Justice Statistics). There may or may not be a component of violence in a sexual 

assault case, and it also includes verbal threats. These acts are what Sheffield (1993) 

calls “sexual terrorism,” a method used by males in society to frighten and then control 

women (p. 73). Collins (2000) seemingly agrees with this assertion as she states that 

these sex crimes are committed with the intent of making victims submit to their 

attacker’s will by making them submissive, passive and stripping them of their will to 

resist. Rape therefore according to several feminist theories is “a violent manifestation 

of the systems of subordination and domination that are prevalent in society” (Moorti, 

2002, p. 5). 

This practice of domination is highly reflective of the hegemony theory. Gramsci 

(1971) defines hegemony theory is an uncritically absorbed and inherited view of the 

world which results in “social homeostasis” or “moral and political passivity” (as cited in 

Stoddart, 2007, p. 201). The strength of this theory is that it convinces “individuals and 

social classes to subscribe to the social values and norms of an inherently exploitative 

system” (Stoddart, 2007, p. 201).  

This theory of domination is further broken down to issues of gender and 

specifically to male domination with the product being hegemonic masculinity, which 

institutionalizes male domination over females (Demetriou, 2001). The act of 

perpetuating sex crimes against female victims with the intention of dominating over 

them ties in with the theory of hegemonic masculinity which is defined as “a specific 
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strategy for the subordination of women” (Donaldson, 1993, p. 645). This is because 

one of the basic elements of hegemonic masculinity is that “women exist as potential 

sexual objects for men (Donaldson, 1993, p. 645). 

 Like with the broad hegemonic theory suggests, hegemonic masculinity is not 

imposed on the gender order, but gains control by prescribing its ideals as the norm in 

society (Howson, 2006). Donaldson (1993) says upholders of the hegemonic theory 

include the media which is used in persuading a greater segment of the population; 

social institutions which are organized in ways that make hegemony appear: “natural, 

ordinary and normal;” and the state which rewards non-conformity to these rules with 

punishment (p. 645).  

Antonio Gramsci names journalists, politicians, sportsmen, and those in the 

academics among others as the “organizing intellectuals” of this system of thought (as 

cited in Donaldson, 1993, p. 646). These “weavers of the fabric of hegemony” as 

Donaldson (1993) refers to them are considered the most influential agents in the 

spread of this theory because they are in positions where they “regulate and manage 

gender regimes; articulate experiences, fantasies and perspectives; reflect on and 

interpret gender relations” (Connell, 1983 as cited in Donaldson, 1993, p. 646; 

Donaldson, 1993, p. 646). 

 

Rape Statistics and Media’s Role in the Sex Crime Issue  

A recent government survey of domestic violence and rape revealed that one out 

of every five women in the US has suffered attempted or completed rape (Rabin, 2011). 

Statistics from the National Crime Victimization Survey estimate that an average annual 
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140,990 completed rapes, 109,230 attempted rapes, and 152,680 completed and 

attempted sexual assaults were carried out between 1992 and 2000, with women being 

the victims of 94% of all completed rapes, 91% of all attempted rapes, and 89% of all 

completed and attempted sexual assaults within that time frame (Rennison, 2002). 

While these numbers are disturbing, it is also disturbing that there is no assurance that 

women can protect themselves from the violent act of rape (Madigan & Gamble, 1991). 

These numbers show that rape and violence against women in general remain 

problematic in this country (Rabin, 2011). The reason for this increasing violence 

against women has been blamed on several factors such as the misogynistic war 

waged against women by men and also because men know that they have the 

permission to rape women because they live in a world that allows such behavior 

(Bannister, 1991; Phar, 1988).  

According to reports by the US Department of Justice the numbers of violent 

crime, including rape, have been on the decline since 1992 (US Bureau of Justice 

Statistics, 2011; National Center for Policy Analysis, 1998). These declining numbers 

released by the government which reached 13% in 2010, have, however, been 

contested by other studies such as the first National Violence Against Women survey, 

which indicates that twice the number of rapes as reported by official statistics occur 

each year (National Center for Policy Analysis, 1998). An exhaustive government 

survey conducted in 2011 actually confirmed that the rape was occurring at a more 

increased rate than previously thought, with the number of forcible rapes rising from 

84,767 to 188,380 from 2010 to 2011 (Rabin, 2011). 
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Rape and sexual assault remain among the most under reported crimes, with 

over 60% of those cases against women especially, still being left unreported (Brody, 

2011; McBride, 2002; Rennison, 2002; Rape, Abuse and Incest National Network). The 

Council on Women and Girls actually estimates that the number of unreported rape 

cases has increased over the years. The fear of identification is one of the reasons that 

discourages women from reporting the already underreported rape cases because they 

distrust media (Lotozo, 2003; Ticker, 1994). These women are afraid, embarrassed and 

intimidated by the devastating crime they endured, thus they will never report the crime 

if they suspected their names might be released to the public (Lotozo, 2003). Also, the 

fear of a negative reaction from the communities in which they live also account for rape 

victims’ failure to report the crimes committed against them (Campbell et al., 1999). 

Ethnicity has also been linked to low reporting rates as minority women are less likely to 

report their rape compared to White women (Feldman-Summers & Ashworth, 1981). 

Callie Rennison, an associate professor at the University of Colorado, Denver 

and former statistician for the Department of Justice's Bureau of Justice Statistics, 

states that “rape is the only crime in which victims have to explain that they didn’t want 

to be victimized” (as cited by Brody, 2011). Common myths about rape are that rape 

does not exist because women who do not want to have sex can avoid it, men rape 

women when they are given the opportunity to commit the act, and women want, 

provoke and deserve to be raped (Russell, 1984; Stoltenberg, 1989).  

Brody (2011) also links the women’s reluctance to report the crime to the fact that 

the legal system and sometimes the media treat them as liars until they are proven 

innocent. The distrust of the authenticity of rape allegations is not new practice as 
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women have historically been portrayed as liars just so men could assume an innocent 

position (Yarbrough & Bennett, 2000). To illustrate this point, Brownmiller (1975) quotes 

a seventeenth century judge, Chief Justice Lord Matthew Hale, who said “Rape is an 

accusation easily to be made, hard to be proved, and harder to be defended by the 

party accused, though never so innocent” (as cited by Madigan & Gamble, 1991, p.  

15). Reinert (2004) says that if it is problematic for American women to establish 

credibility in these cases, the situation is even more difficult for non-American women. 

Women who have been sexually violated thus tend to shy away from reporting the crime 

because they fear that they will not be believed (Griffin, 1973, as cited in Feldman-

Summer & Ashworth, 1981). 

Rape victims are thus thought to be the most victimized victims in crime cases, 

as they are victimized first by their violator and then a second time once they report the 

crime to the authorities or any other person for help (Brody, 2011; Madigan & Gamble, 

1991). This has even been termed “the second rape” (Madigan & Gamble, 1991, p. 5). 

In fact, more that 50% of the rape victims surveyed by Dean Kilpatrick, director of the 

National Crime Victims Center at the Medical University of South Carolina, expressed 

greater fear of being identified by the media than they did about having contracted 

sexually transmissible diseases (McBride, 2002). 

 However if these crimes remain unreported, this poses a difficulty for the 

authorities to prosecute (Ticker, 1994).  Ticker (1994) postulates that aggressive 

prosecution is crucial in controlling and reducing sexual violence. Presently, it is 

estimated that out of 16 rapists, only one of them will spend a day in jail for sexually 

violating another person (Linden, 2011). White women more than Black women are 
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likely to report their rape, but when the Black women do report the crime, they are said 

to have fewer chances than the White women of having those cases stand trial which 

could lead to a conviction (Collin, 2000; George & Martinez, 2002). This is reflected in 

the 67% of rape cases that are dismissed in court (Campbell et al., 1999). Madigan & 

Gamble (1991) blame these low prosecution numbers on rape laws which they say 

were designed with the aim of protecting men from false accusations and have thus 

helped many rapists avoid prison sentences. 

Geneva Overholser, director the Annenberg's School of Journalism at the 

University of Southern California, holds a different view about why rape is reported at 

such low rates. Overholser is of the opinion that withholding a rape victim’s name 

obscures the violent nature of rape, and prevents the eradication of the crime (Lotozo, 

2003). Brownmiller (1975) argues that it is however the concept of victim blaming that 

helps in determining whether or not victims choose to report their rape. Collins (2000) 

sheds more light on the impact of victim blaming coverage on the reporting of rape 

specifically in relation to Black women. Black women realize that they get blamed by 

their communities, families and social institutions for causing their victimization, and so 

they refrain from reporting the crime or even seeking counseling or other services. 

 Johnson (1999) postulates that it is the media’s function to inform and educate 

people about issues such as rape. However, rape only came under the radar of law, 

and gained the status of an important policy issue only in the 1970s, and the women’s 

movement of the 1970s as well as media coverage are credited for playing a role in 

legitimizing the issue, and redefining sexual violence as a public and not a private 
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problem (Chermak, 2010; Moorti, 2002). Before the 1970s, the media only covered rape 

cases that were sensational, and revealed the victims’ names (Lotozo, 2003).  

It is still unknown what amount of influence the media exerts on public opinion 

and people’s actions, but it is acknowledged that the media has an influence on society, 

and have in several instances influenced the decision-making process, by creating 

awareness in policy makers of crime victims’ grievances (Chermak, 2010; Park, 2001). 

The media’s ability to publicly legitimize an issue stems from the fact that they amplify 

issues by reporting them to a large group (Schudson, 1995). 

 Though the media have played such an important role in promoting the cause of 

rape victims, their coverage of this same group of people seems contradictory as they 

have been accused of casting doubts on the credibility of those who report that they 

have been sexually abused. Numerous reports over the years have accused the media 

of shading doubts over rape victims’ claims, with Diallo’s case being an example. This, 

according to the Women’s Media Center, is called is victim-blaming coverage, which is 

harmful and responsible for normalizing sexual misconduct (Walton, 2011). Flanders 

(1991) states that the media has paid increasing attention to rape cases over the years, 

but the improved quantity of coverage failed to be accompanied by better quality 

coverage. By so doing, the media has made helpful reporting that could help fight 

violence against women the exception and not the norm (Flanders, 1991).  

Moorti (2002) credits the media for incorporating some feminist theories in their 

coverage of sex crimes. This assumption is based on her examination of three 

prominent asserts media coverage of three well-publicized sex crime cases. However, 

while the media now takes gender into account while reporting these violent crimes, 
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their coverage remains “racially blind” and enunciated from a white, normative 

standpoint (Moorti, 2002, p. 71). 

Feldman-Summers and Ashworth (1981) think that media still have an important 

role to play in the rape story. They propose that the media be used in two ways in order 

to increase the reporting of rape crimes: first as a means to inform both victims and 

potential victims that the decision to report a rape is supported by societal norms; and 

also to show support for victims’ decisions to report their victimization (Feldman-

Summers & Ashworth, 1981).  

Chermak (2010) asserts that the media can help call national attention to victims’ 

concerns by publicizing specific details of high profile cases. This, he says, could lead to 

the passage of legislative initiatives, which could improve the treatment of victims 

(Chermak, 2010). Moorti (2002) purports that the discussion and debate of issues of 

common concern in elements that are essential to the creation and maintenance of 

democratic societies. She states that the media enable such conversations in cases 

where it is impossible for people to have face-to face conversations (Moorti, 2002). 

 

The Place of Nationality and Race in the Story 

Cuklanz (1996) postulates that Hollywood movies, for example, tend to portray 

rape victims in a more sympathetic light. Television shows like one-hour long weekly 

show, Law & Order, Special Victims Unit, are credited for showing viewers the 

despicable nature of rape, and helping to change attitudes toward sexual assault 

(Moorti, 2002). As opposed to Hollywood, the media on the other hand are accused of 

offering only a partial understanding of rape law reform to the audience (Cuklanz, 1996).  
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This can be explained by the fact that the news media sometimes take into 

consideration demographic characteristics including race, sexuality, class, gender, and 

age determining how much interest they have in a particular story for the news (Greer, 

2007). Nafissatou Diallo is an immigrant in the U.S. of Guinean origin and so there is 

the probability that the coverage of her sexual assault case was shaped by 

demographic characteristics. 

As an African, Diallo may have been a victim of Western media coverage of 

Africa. Western media have been accused of leaving many ignorant or skeptical and 

with negative views about that continent, with the quality of international coverage 

leaving very few in the mainstream media proud of their output, and Non-governmental 

organizations are left with the task of reporting stories ignored by the mainstream 

media, (Fryman & Bates, 1993; Owen & Purdey, 2009; Seib, 2004). Though foreign 

news coverage is generally low in the U.S., developing nations, especially in Africa, 

which is considered dangerous and not a news viable region, are said to receive the 

least coverage (Charles, Shore & Todd, 1979; Cohen, 1995; Fenton, 2009). 

These Western media reports of the African continent have been accused of 

oversimplifying sensationalizing and exaggerating issues concerning Africa (Ogundimu, 

1994; Shurnik, 1981). These reports enforce stereotypes about the continent being 

backward and incapable of self-rule, while emphasizing pessimistic issues such as 

wars, starving babies, poverty, famine, political instability, natural disasters, sensational 

news and bizarre stories about a wasting region (Anderson, Diabah & Mensah, 2011; 

Sharife, 2008; Kutufam, 2005; Swain, 2003). In short, Western coverage of Africa and 
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its people is usually condemned as negative, and Diallo, being African, may have been 

a victim of such negative-tainted stories.  

It is true that the African continent is comprised of the most under-developed 

countries, and that the Sub-Saharan region of that continent is the hardest hit by 

plagues such as the acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS; Swain, 2003). It may 

therefore have been of little surprise when the New York Post in an article pointed out 

that Diallo lived a building occupied by AIDS patients, and that the newspaper was 

determining if she was infected herself (Bain & Frederick, 2011). 

In addition to being unrepresentative of Africa, the news hole for African stories in 

the Western media is also small though foreign disputes and stories highlighting 

concerns or fears are usually considered more newsworthy than others by gatekeepers 

(Adams, 1964). The Western media do not seem to be paying attention to recent 

evidence that suggests that the press plays a crucial role in informing people about 

Africa and poor people (Scott, 2009). 

The blame for the inaccurate portrayal of the African continent has been 

attributed by various authors to the news selection process. The role of gatekeepers in 

the news selection process is “well established” as they are the ones who make the 

decision as to what was disseminated (Fryman & Bates, 1993, p. 182). Historically, 

African news only made it to Western news coverage if these events were of interest to 

their colonial masters (Sharife, 2008). In present times, the gate keeping function is 

usually linked to the historical connection between two countries, as well as differences 

in factors such as political ideology, government interest, and language and mother-

country-colony status and even then, the events from these former colonies have to be 
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spectacular in order to get the foreign media interested in them (Swain, 2003; Chang, 

Shoemaker & Brendlinger, 1987; Sharife, 2008; Swain, 2003).  

A study conducted by the Pew Research Center Project for Excellence in 

Journalism on news stories that dominated media coverage in 2011, however, reveals 

that international news coverage in the U.S. increased by a third in 2011. This study, 

which analyzed media output from 52 news outlets, showed that while these foreign 

news stories were mostly focused on Arab League countries that are predominantly 

located in Africa, they were focused on the uprisings and unrests that rocked that part of 

the world, thus proving Galtung and Ruge’s (1965) assertion that negativity is a factor 

that increases the probability of an event being perceived or recorded. Eight years 

following the analysis of Western media coverage by the New African, a leading African 

magazine, the editor, Ankomah Baffour (2008) maintains that Western media coverage 

of Africa hardly changed during that period as it remained negatively inclined. 

Fenton (2009) asserts that some American news agencies have attempted to 

improve on their foreign news coverage through several methods, one of which is 

entails “parachuting” journalists and camera crews into crisis zones. This method is 

cheap, deceptive and limited in effectiveness because reporters who are sent on such 

missions are ignorant of local contacts and knowledge (Fenton, 2009). Revered 

journalist Walter Cronkite also disagreed with this media practice, which he argued is a 

late response because the action is already underway (Cronkite, 2005, as cited in 

Fenton, 2009).  

The race of the victim and her attacker play a particularly important role in the 

understanding of the DSK case like in other rape cases, and Hall (1981) states that 
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people rely on the media to get an understanding of “the problem of race” and the 

definition of that term. Statistics show that in about 88% of rapes, the victim and 

offender are usually of the same race, and so race may not seem to play an important 

role in rape cases just at the first glance (George & Martinez, 2002; Greenfield, 1997).  

Race is a subject typically not mentioned in crime stories (Meyers, 2007; Tenore, 

2011). Diallo’s race was, however, mentioned in the media reports of the DSK affair 

from the beginning of the case. Tenore (2011) states that the relevance of race in 

stories has been reflected upon by media organizations over a long period of time, 

resulting in some of these organizations developing related policies. 

The New York Times and the Associated Press are two such organizations that 

have had discussions about the use of race in crime stories. While the New York Times’ 

policy requires that race be mentioned only if it is relevant to a case, the Associated 

Press deputy managing editor for standards and production, Tom Kent asserts that race 

is mentioned in a story only when it becomes an issue (Brisbane, 2011; Tenore, 2011). 

It is for this reason that both organizations did not initially mention the race of the 

attackers who gang raped the 11-year old Hispanic girl in Cleveland, Texas (Tenore, 

2011). However, even when the media choose not to overtly report the race of a victim, 

Meyers (2007) asserts audiences can decipher that information through the pictures or 

videos of the location. In cities like Atlanta, it is possible to correctly guess someone’s 

race because it has largely segregated neighborhoods (Meyers, 2007). 
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Implications of the Perp Walk 

While the press might be accused of treating sex crime victims, alleged 

perpetrators are said to receive unfair treatment as well. One particular way through 

which the media might be mistreating people accused of crimes in the U.S. is in the 

form of the “perp walk” at the time of their arrest. These images are repeatedly seen in 

the media, where a suspect is paraded in the sight of cameras in handcuffs. Dominique 

Strauss-Kahn, the French executive was subject to the “perp walk.”  

The images of Strauss-Kahn in handcuffs came as a shock to the French, who 

protested against such portrayals, and urged the U.S. media to treat the accused with 

dignity (Euronews, 2011; Varela & Gauthier-Villars, 2011). Cohen (2006) states that 

permitting such images to be published by the media, the police help in portraying 

defendants who as dangerous and guilty, irrespective of whether they are guilty or not. 

Art Harris, who has covered criminal trials and scandals calls the perp walk “the 

crime reporter’s red carpet,” on which the prosecutor and the police get to display their 

trophy (as cited in Tompkins, 2011). This award-winning journalist says that journalists 

publish the image of the unshaven alleged perpetrators because they know that is all 

they will get (Harris, as cited in Tompkins, 2011). By publishing images of the perp walk, 

the media has even been accused ignoring the concept of presumption of innocence in 

their coverage of crime stories, while publishing information favorable to the prosecution 

(Entman & Gross2008; Welch, Fenwick & Roberts, 1997). 

In 2000, France passed the Guigou Law, promoted by the Minister of Justice at 

the time, Elisabeth Guigou (Labi & Strathern, 2000; Tompkins, 2011; Varela & Gauthier-

Villars, 2011). This law was part of Guigou’s reform of the French criminal system, 
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targeted at solving two issues, one of which was stopping the publication of the images 

of handcuffed suspects who had not been convicted of a crime (Labi & Strathern, 2000). 

This law also prohibits the publication of photographs of accidents or crime scenes that 

seem to jeopardize the dignity of those featured on those photographs (Labi & 

Strathern, 2000).  At the moment, France is said to have one of the strictest privacy 

laws in the world and “most French people would have found it distasteful for journalists 

to report on politicians' extra-marital affairs” before the DSK affair (Chazan, 2011). 

Pierre Haski, a leading political commentator in France acknowledges that before the 

DSK affair took place, the French thought that upholding the principle of protecting 

private life made them superior to Americans and British (as cited in Sciolino, 2011). 

Chazan (2011) states that little had ever been written about Strauss-Kahn’s 

history with women even though he had earned himself the title of the “Great seducer” 

and was a favorite in the upcoming French presidential elections. Strauss-Kahn is, 

however, not the first French politician to benefit from the strict privacy laws in France.  

François Mitterand, who served as French president from 1981 to 1995, had a daughter 

outside of his marriage, and used state funds to financially support and protect her and 

her mother (Chazan, 2011; Sciolino, 2011). When asked by a journalist whether he had 

an illegitimate daughter, President Mitterand acknowledged her, adding that “It’s none of 

the public’s business” (Sciolino, 2011). Some had hoped that things would change after 

the discovery of Mitterrand’s inappropriate use of state funds, but the DSK case showed 

that nothing had changed (Chazan, 2011). 

 The Guigou law was created with the spirit of trying to protect the judicial system 

of the presumption of innocence of people accused but not convicted of crimes (Varela 
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& Gauthier-Villars, 2011). Sciolino (2011) argues that this code of silence in France is 

intended to protect the social fabric from tearing apart. Elisabeth Guigou was therefore 

among those who criticized the American media for the Strauss-Kahn perp walk, saying 

she thought it was “incredibly brutal, violent and cruel” (Tompkins, 2011). In the wake of 

the sex scandal in the US and the arrest of Strauss-Kahn, the French media were 

reminded of the illegality of publishing perp walk images in France by the Conseil 

Supérieur de l'Audiovisuel, the French regulatory body for electronic media (Varela & 

Gauthier-Villars, 2011). The consequences of going against the French privacy laws are 

usually legal action, fines and sometimes even resulting in the firing of the journalist or 

editor (Sciolino, 2011). 

While supporters of the Guigou law opposed the depiction of Strauss-Kahn in 

American media, some voices in France were raised, calling on the end of the strict 

privacy laws (Sciolino, 2011). Strauss-Kahn’s attempted rape case came at a time when 

a change was happening on the French political scene, as secrets were beginning to 

get revealed (Sciolino, 2011). “We journalists haven’t done our job properly,” said Pierre 

Haski in an interview during which he called on French journalists to take a stand in 

saying that “not everything private is private” (as cited in Sciolino, 2011). 

 

The Historical Misrepresentation of the African Woman 

Righter (2011) asserts that starting from colonial times, the Western media have 

projected a distorted concept of Africa, with an example being their portrayal of African 

women. African women were introduced to the Western media mostly through 

photographs, which were primarily printed on postcards, which were the most popular 
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and effective means of spreading photographs during the colonial era (Righter, 2011; 

Thompson Ifi, Enid, & Christraud, 2008).  

These exoticized photographs of African women propagated the belief that Africa 

was an exotic and untamed territory inhibited by primitive people (Righter, 2011; 

Thompson, Ifi, Enid, & Christraud, 2008). Popular images of African women included 

women posing nude in an erotic nature, while other pictures focused on bare-chested 

women doing domestic chores such as the pounding grain (Righter, 2011). By 

promoting such images which have transcended from colonial times to present day, the 

Western media promotes the view that the African woman’s body is inferior to the White 

woman’s; thus using the nakedness of the African woman to symbolize their 

backwardness (Righter, 2011). Gilman (1985) traces the period when Blacks became 

recognized as icons of deviant sexuality back to the eighteenth century. The belief that 

Africans were thought to have deviant sexual practices and unusual sexual appetites 

even led to Buffon, a prominent European physician’s claim that Black women’s 

“animallike sexual appetite went so far as to lead black women to copulate with apes” 

(Collins, 2000; Gilman, 1985, p. 212). 

These enduring prejudices against Africa resurfaced in the coverage of the DSK 

case by the New York Times and Reuters (North, 2011 as cited in Nittle, 2011). Diallo 

was presented in earlier reports as a woman who had been raised to respect authority, 

she was an “untutored immigrant from a mud hut,” and she lived in an apartment with 

little food and furniture (North, 2011 as cited in Nittle, 2011). 

When it comes to issues like sex crimes and race, Black women have been 

subject to media skepticism and harshness. Historically, during the slavery era, the rape 
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of a Black woman was not considered a crime in the U.S., with states like Louisiana 

overtly ignoring the female slave from its protection (Omolade, 1989; Roberts, 2009, 

Schafer, 1994). Nittle (2011) states that during the Jim Crow Era and Antebellum 

Period, women of color were raped by White men without the assailants facing any 

charges because the women were branded as hypersexual. Walker (1981) states that 

Black were raped during the period of slavery “for the profit and the pleasure” of their 

owners (p. 42, as cited by Collins, 2000). “The rape of a Black woman was no crime at 

all” because black by definition was synonymous to promiscuity, thus it made it 

impossible for the Black victims to convince the authorities that they were raped (Fish, 

2001; Schaffer, 1994; Smith, 1995, p. 19). 

 While a change has occurred in the legal system, which not only granted Black 

people their rights, but also criminalized the rape of Black women, the treatment of 

sexual crimes against Black women by the media is still not equitable. Existing 

stereotypes about Black women still portray them as ‘unrapeable’ because they are 

perceived as highly sexualized, promiscuous, permissive, and have little desire for 

foreplay as compared to White women (George & Martinez, 2002; Yarbrough & 

Bennett, 2000). In 1987 when fifteen-year-old Tawana Brawley accused six White men 

including a police officer of raping and abducting her, the national media for the most 

part ignored the case, thus continuing the media’s historical silence of Black women’s 

rape (Jewell, 1993; Moorti, 2002; Omolade, 1994). The media also portrayed Tawana 

Brawley as a “sexually duplicitous and available black woman” and not as a victim of a 

crime even before it was ruled that she had made false allegations against those men 

(Markovitz, 2000 as cited by Moorti, 2002, p. 74) 
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This historical sexualized view of Black women involved in rape cases goes 

beyond media treatment to impact the treatment Black victims might receive in court. 

Omolade (1989) says that it is problematic for judges and juries who are unaware of the 

history of Black women to make the appropriate decisions about cases because they do 

not know what is considered appropriate behavior for such victims. 

When Anita Hill accused her former boss, then Supreme Court nominee 

Clarence Thomas, of past sexual harassment, Jewell (1993) argues that the media 

were then used as a tool to protect the interest of the powerful. She states that the 

media presented Anita Hill as a “fantasizing liar, who had spent time scouring legal 

briefs to identify lurid sexual language” (p. 201). This once again was a far cry from the 

media’s principles of fairness and objectivity. This case also shed to light the Black 

female population’s desire to keep rape a private issue, as Hill was criticized by many in 

the Black community for informing the entire nation that she had been sexually 

harassed, thus betraying her race (White, 2001).  
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CHAPTER III  

METHOD 

A content analysis of three leading Western newspapers was performed in order 

to analyze the American, French and British media coverage of the DSK sexual assault 

case. Despite recent claims that newspapers will soon be a medium of the past and 

their reducing publication numbers, newspapers are the medium of analysis for this 

study because as Scott (2009, p. 535) asserts, they “remain a distinct and important 

source of influence for citizens.” 

About 754 articles were available on the topic but this number was reduced to 

147 using a stratified random sampling method to create a composite or constructed 

month. First a composite week was created to represent each month during the length 

of the DSK case. These four weeks were then combined to create a constructed week, 

thereby following the model of randomly selected days which are representative of the 

newspapers’ publishing cycle (Everbach, 2008; Wimmer & Dominick, 2011).  

The composite week was the chosen sampling method because Riffe, Aust and 

Lacy (1993) suggest that suggest that using a composite week is a more effective 

sampling technique than a random sample or consecutive day sample of newspapers. 

The researchers also found out that a two-week constructed sample of newspaper 

articles could provide reliable results for a year’s worth of news coverage (Riffe, Aust & 

Lacy, 1993). 

The number of articles printed by each newspaper about the DSK case from May 

14 to August 23 varied in number, with Le Monde leading with 411 articles, the New 

York Times following with197 articles and lastly The Guardian with 146 articles. The 
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stratified random sample was selected instead of the sample random sample because it 

allowed for equal representation from all the months. Blogs, editorials, debates, 

columns, news briefs and the news in summary were eliminated from the sample.  

The articles were selected from three major newspapers with circulations above 

200,000. These articles were coded for length, frequency, descriptions in articles, focus 

of the articles and nature of the reports, especially checking for the presence of 

negative comments. Negativity in the reports included themes such as poverty and 

AIDS. The articles were also coded for themes such as social class, credibility issues 

and gender and how the media used these issues in framing the DSK case and those 

who were the stakeholders in the case. 

This qualitative study borrows from the argument that the Western media 

underreport the African continent and its people, especially, the African woman and in 

the broader idea that women of color in general and underrepresented or portrayed in 

negative roles. The articles were coded for their references to Africa and the references 

made to Diallo as an African. 

The newspapers that were analyzed were the New York Times, which is 

considered to be among the most outstanding papers in the world and also the third 

largest weekday paper in the U.S. (Ortutay, 2011; Roshco, 1975); Le Monde, a French 

publication, and the United Kingdom’s The Guardian. These newspapers were selected 

because the New York Times is an American paper that was a local paper in this case, 

being that the scandal happened in New York. Le Monde, represents the French 

newspapers, and is a major paper in France, Strauss-Kahn’s home nation. The 

Guardian was selected because it might provide more neutral coverage, considering 
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that none of the stakeholders in this case has direct ties to the UK. The researcher, who 

is fluent in French, read the Le Monde articles without translation to English. 

Other criteria for the selection of these newspapers include the listing of the New 

York Times and The Guardian as the two most popular newspapers in the world in 2012 

by 4International Media & Newspapers, an Australian-run international newspaper 

directory. Le Monde comes in at number 22 on that list, but it is the most popular 

newspaper from France, according to that directory. These newspapers were therefore 

chosen because they are influential newspapers from parts of the world, which dedicate 

some of their coverage to foreign news coverage. These newspapers were equally 

selected as the research population because it is important to see if the DSK case was 

reported similarly or in a different manner by the media in different countries. Also, the 

selected newspapers are daily newspapers, and so were more likely to have published 

numerous articles on the case. 

The analysis covered a four-month time frame beginning from May 14, 2011, 

when Diallo accused Strauss-Kahn of sexually assaulting her to August 23, 2011; the 

day the prosecution dropped the rape charges against Dominique Strauss-Kahn, the 

former IMF boss.  

Frame Analysis 

Frame analysis was used in analyzing the data.  According to Entman (1993) 

“framing essentially involves selection and salience. To frame is to select some aspects 

of a perceived reality and make them more salient in a communicating text, in such a 

way as to promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral 

evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation for the item described” (p. 52). This 
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method allows for researchers to describe the power of a communicating text by giving 

them the ability to define problems, identify the cause(s) and effect(s) of the problems, 

and suggest solutions to these problems (Entman, 1993). 

Gitlin (1980) described frames as “persistent patterns of cognition, interpretation 

and presentation of selection, emphasis and exclusion, by which symbol handlers 

routinely organize discourse. Frames are therefore central organizing ideas used by 

media, media professionals and their audiences to make sense of relevant events, and 

suggesting what is at issue (Baran & Davis, 2006; Gamson & Mogdigliani, 1989; Reese, 

Gandy & Grant, 2003). News frames can therefore be studied as an attribute of the 

news discourse, or as a strategy used by the media to construct and process news 

discourse (Zhondang and Kosicki, 1993). 

 According to Graber (1988) news items were packaged by the mass media in 

ways that suggest specific meanings. Cognitively, organizing frames by appealing to 

people’s basic psychological biases influences their judgments and causes them to 

think about social phenomena in a certain way (Reese, Gandy & Grant, 2003; 

Zhondang and Kosicki, 1993). Iorio and Huxman (1996) assert that the way information 

is structured unquestionably affects cognitive processing. Zhondang and Kosicki (1993) 

therefore recommend that news texts be regarded “as a system of organized signifying 

elements that both indicate the advocacy of certain ideas and provide devices to 

encourage certain kinds of audience processing of the texts” (p. 55-56). While the news 

media usually uses frames of “powerlessness,” audience members rely on frames of 

“human impact” and “moral value” (Neuman, Just & Crigler, 1992).  
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Koenig (2006) states that most empirical research on framing analysis is 

conducted within national boundaries. This study is trans-national in nature as it 

analyzes newspaper coverage from three countries. Koenig (2006) maintains that the 

difficulty with trans-national studies using frames lies in the differences in “discursive 

opportunity structure” and cultural repertoires between countries (p. 62). However, this 

in no way disqualifies trans-national studies from being conducted using frame analysis 

as Koenig (2006) recognizes that some of these studies are conducted successfully. 

Frame analysis will be particularly useful in analyzing the data for this study 

because Entman (1993) says this method enables the discovery of the particular 

aspects of reality that are omitted or emphasized in a text through repetition, association 

with familiar symbols or even through the use of a notion or word in an obscure part of 

the text. Metaphors, visual images, catchphrases, depictions and exemplars are said to 

be the five devices that signify the presence of frames in a text (Zhondang & Kosicki, 

1993). Framing will also an important method of analysis for this study because the 

study of frames used by the news media has the potential to enlighten researchers on 

how media discourse is used to enforce the dominance of certain groups and ideas in a 

society (Tucker, 1998). The newspapers articles selected for content analysis in this 

study will be analyzed using the four functions of frames which are: defining problems, 

diagnosing causes, evaluating actions and prescribing solutions (Entman, 1993; 

Matthes & Kohring, 2008; Tucker, 1998). 
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CHAPTER IV 

 RESULTS 

Summary of Method 

More than 750 articles from Le Monde, The Guardian and the New York Times 

were analyzed for this study. The articles were analyzed for themes such as 

prominence, race and gender. 

 

Prominence or Status is Most Important 

A majority of the articles from all three publications analyzed for this study 

focused on Strauss-Kahn and not Diallo, his accuser, who is hardly ever mentioned in 

the articles. In the New York Times coverage for example, such avoidance of the victim 

in the days preceding her disclosure of her identity may be linked to media tradition in 

the U.S. where journalists avoid naming rape victims. The Guardian in most of the 

articles states that Strauss-Kahn was facing charges of attempted rape in the U.S., but 

mostly do not provide any identification of any sort of the person he was accused of 

assaulting except that she was a maid. The same trend is evident in the coverage of the 

case by Le Monde until May 19 when it even goes as far as revealing that one of her 

names is Nafissatou and that she was given the pseudonym, Ophelia. 

Strauss-Kahn, on the other hand, is mentioned in all the articles analyzed for this 

study. Reading through the articles from all three newspapers, one could get a feeling of 

Strauss-Kahn’s life as a politician, economist, family man and his life before his arrest, 

his stay at the hotel, his arrest and preliminary hearings, his move to the 153rd Franklin 

Street apartment under house arrest, the trial and then the end of the trial. The 
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newspaper coverage is predominantly Strauss-Kahn-focused. The Guardian on several 

occasions even published articles about Strauss-Kahn’s life in jail. In a story published 

on May 18, 2011, the English publication stressed on the terrible food served at Rikers, 

where Strauss-Kahn was imprisoned, the dangerous, loud and crowded nature of the 

jail and how Strauss-Kahn had been kept in isolation for his own protection. The 

Guardian thus presented Strauss-Kahn as an object of pity, a defenseless man who 

was out-of-place at Rikers and no match to the tough and dangerous inmates at Rikers 

Island. 

The issue of prominence in this story also comes across through the 

differentiation of character descriptions. Strauss-Kahn is described as a smart, artful 

politician and great businessman on numerous occasions. According to the reports, 

Strauss-Kahn is charming, energetic and gifted with impressive intellect. What we know 

about Diallo on the other hand seems less impressive: she has limited resources and 

her only source of revenue is her job as a maid, she has a fifteen-year-old daughter and 

a brother in the U.S., she is a refugee who filed for asylum, she escaped from her 

country because of difficult conditions and is illiterate. Nowhere do the articles provide 

any description of her personality, not even following the revelation of her identity. 

Several articles by all three papers pointed out Strauss-Kahn and his American-

born wife and heiress have an expensive taste and own an expensive home in Paris, at 

the Place des Vosges, which is the oldest planned square in Paris, a square that had 

previously been home to notables in France such as their former king, Henry II. They 

were once spotted using a Porsche, which was later revealed to belong to a friend of 

theirs. This coupled with the fact that it is repeatedly mentioned by the press that 
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Strauss-Kahn paid $3,000 for the Sofitel hotel suite, that he had hired two of the most 

renowned lawyers in New York to represent him and that he moved into a house worth 

$15 million after he was granted bail, exposes the lavish lifestyle he is repeatedly said to 

live and brings up the difference in class between the accuser and the person she 

accused. The media thus differentiated between the lifestyles of the maid, and the man 

who had access to much wealth and by so doing gave the prominent, wealthier person 

more media coverage.  

By July 26, 2011, the New York Times published an article warning business 

travelers to beware of other hotel guests, intruders and even those who offer them 

services during trips, such as hotel workers, because some of these people have been 

known to attack business travelers. The author of this article shifted attention to the 

risks faced by business travelers because he thought that media attention had mostly 

been focused on determining the truth about the DSK case. In the July article, the New 

York Times seemed to have dished out its judgment that Strauss-Kahn was probably 

the innocent party in the case because other business travelers have been assaulted 

while sojourning at hotels. Luongo (2011) names victims such as Connie Francis who 

was raped at a Ney York motel in 1974 and Jeannette Duwe, an Albertson executive 

who was 8-weeks pregnant when she was assaulted in a Nevada hotel room by an 

unidentified stranger. Though the New York Times did not specify that Strauss-Kahn 

might have been the victim and not Diallo, the implicit meaning of this story frames rich 

people as those who need protection from the dubious people serving them at hotels 

and those they meet during business trips.  
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Prominence also comes across in the news sources selected by the journalists. 

A great number of those interviewed for the news articles or whose quotes were used 

were primarily Strauss-Kahn’s relations and people who were famous or important. 

These are people like the former French justice minister, Elisabeth Guigou, Pierre 

Haski, an entrepreneur and leading political commentator in France, French 

environment  minister, Nathalie Kosciusko-Morizet as well as Max Gallo, a prominent 

commentator and historian. Diallo’s brother, an unidentified neighbor and lawyer are the 

only sources from Diallo’s side used by the media, and of the three, the lawyer Kenneth 

Thompson is the only one who is considered a prominent personality.  

The issue of prominence, however, does not stop at that point. Some other 

prominent personalities were also covered in relation to the case and sometimes even 

more extensively than Diallo. These include the former French finance minister and 

Strauss-Kahn’s friend and successor as managing director of the IMF, Christine 

Lagarde, who was the subject of numerous entire or partial articles in all three 

newspapers during the course of this case. Le Monde even dedicates an entire article to 

Anne Sinclair, Strauss-Kahn’s wife. President Sarkozy’s re-election bid and his chances 

of winning as well as the confirmation of his wife’s pregnancy get three entire articles 

from The Guardian, one article more than Diallo got. Marc Agnifilo, who served on 

Strauss-Kahn’s defense team and his wife, Karen, who had to recuse herself from the 

DSK case because she works for the Manhattan district attorney’s office even get a 

complete story on the New York Times on how they deal with working for opposing legal 

teams.  
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Diallo was the focus of four entire articles, two from The Guardian and two from 

the New York Times, and these articles were only published after she revealed her 

identity. She only became the focus of entire articles after she revealed her identity in 

July and those articles are full of quotes from people who disapprove of her media 

campaign and accusations that she was using this case to gain some of Strauss-Kahn’s 

wealth. Contrary to the other papers, Le Monde covered Diallo more extensively. On 

May 19, 2011, Le Monde for the first time dedicated an article to Diallo focused on the 

effects of the alleged sexual assault had on her, from her brother’s viewpoint. Le Monde 

alone published the equivalent number of articles on Diallo as the other two papers did. 

 

“Race Plays a Factor in Coverage” 

In early reports on the DSK case, the New York Times and The Guardian 

identified Diallo as a mother of a fifteen-year-old daughter, a maid, a widow, an 

immigrant from Guinea and someone who had been granted asylum seven years prior 

to her encounter with Strauss-Kahn. The New York Times a few days later revealed that 

Diallo lived in a Bronx apartment, while Le Monde called her by her first name, 

Nafissatou. Though her full name was not revealed, those details were sufficient to 

provide clues to those that might have wanted to discover her identity. As already 

mentioned the race of a plaintiff is hardly ever mentioned in reports on sex crimes in 

American publications.  

When Diallo’s nationality was revealed by the New York Times on May 18, it was  

juxtaposed with information that Strauss-Kahn would claim that the sexual encounter 

was consensual. Such juxtaposition seems reflective of existing literature that suggests 
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that Black women are often presented as sexual beings with big sexual appetites and 

so cannot be raped. In that same article by Rashbaum (2011), Strauss-Kahn is 

described as a powerful and wealthy man who was favored to become the next French 

president, while the “housekeeper” is certainly not rich and is accused of consenting to 

an affair with Strauss-Kahn. The claim that the sexual encounter between Strauss-Kahn 

and Diallo was consensual frames Diallo as an opportunist who used sex as a means of 

making money from a rich man residing at her workplace. 

When Diallo’s nationality was revealed, it was used to depict her as an object of 

pity.  She is reported to have left her home country under “difficult conditions” and now 

works as a maid but “is not a woman of resources” (Rashbaum, 2011). The Guardian’s 

Dominic Rushe and Kim Willsher (2011) described her as a Guinean illiterate single 

mother, though there is no evidence or this or mention of her literacy or illiteracy. The 

New York Times only states that she speaks French and some English. Le Monde 

continues the pattern by describing her as a Black mother of a 10-year-old daughter 

with a satisfactory rating at her job, who lived in a pitiful apartment. While her nationality 

was usually mentioned as a means of describing her, it was used by Rusche and 

Willsher (2011) to portray Guinea as a dangerous country that favors inequality. The 

writers reported that Diallo was afraid for her life when she discovered Strauss-Kahn’s 

identity because she would be killed for making accusations against such a prominent 

person in Guinea. 

On July 23, 2011 the New York Times published an article entitled “A writer frees 

herself by speaking out.” This article was focused on Tristane Banon, who like Diallo, 

claims that Strauss-Kahn had attempted to rape her. Banon is a White French female 
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from an influential family and with a job that is considered a white collar job, unlike 

Diallo, the Black Guinean immigrant who makes a living from cleaning hotel rooms. The 

issue of race is raised here because Diallo, who resides in New York and whose 

allegations are more recent than Banon’s, was not privileged to get an entire New York 

Times article dedicated entirely to her in the articles analyzed for over two months after 

she filed the sexual assault suit against Strauss-Kahn. The Guardian makes reference 

to the case in New York, but hardly ever provides any details about Diallo. Instead, 

Tristane Banon’s accusations of Strauss-Kahn seem to take the lead in terms of 

accusations mentioned in all three newspapers. This confirms race as a factor that 

influenced the coverage of the DSK case by the New York Times, The Guardian  and 

Le Monde. It confirms research that suggests that while sex crime victims receive 

negative media coverage, victims of color receive worse coverage in terms of quantity 

and quality. 

An article from the May 17, 2011 edition of The Guardian brings up the issue of 

race, but not in relation to Diallo. Dominic Rushe provided the following description of 

Strauss-Kahn and the other inmates with whom he had court hearings on the same day 

with: 

Despite his appearance, DSK was still better dressed than his fellow prisoners. 
Most were 30-plus years younger, black or Latino, wearing baggy jeans and T-
shirts, and carrying baseball caps. All the other middle-aged white guys in court 
were wearing uniforms or scribbling in notebooks, and free to leave whenever 
they liked. (Rushe, 2011) 
 
Strauss-Kahn is contrasted to his fellow inmates as classy and well-dressed and 

he even belongs to a race of people that hardly frequent jail cells, according to this 

description. This gives the impression that he is in the wrong place unlike the other 
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inmates who are seemingly guilty, and even dressed for the role. When Dominic Rushe 

covers Strauss-Kahn’s life in jail for the May 18 edition of The Guardian, he names 

celebrities who had previously been incarcerated at Rikers Island. Lil Wayne, Foxy 

Brown and Tupac Shakur are the celebrities whose names he listed. They are all Black 

rappers; thus he once again framed imprisonment as a black affair.  Joe Halderman, the 

award-winning Caucasian producer who got sentenced to jail time at Rikers for 

blackmailing David Letterman, is not mentioned on that list though he was released 

from prison in 2010. 

 

We vs. Them  

The issue of “we versus them” refers to the media attitude to distance 

themselves from a culture which is perceived as negative. Elaine Sciolino (2011) wrote 

this for the New York Times in reference to protection or private life in France:  “The 

French have been complicit in accepting this sort of secret-keeping: they do not enjoy 

ugly revelations that could tear apart the social fabric.” Sciolino does not clarify whether 

she was referring to the authorities who instituted these laws in France or if she is 

making allusion to all French people. 

 By generalizing this statement when writing about how the protection of private 

life has led to politicians embarrassing their country, such as former president 

Mitterrand and now, Strauss-Kahn, Sciolino gives the impression that such affairs could 

not happen in the U.S. because the Americans have a more transparent system. Simon 

Tisdall for The Guardian stated that political and business elites in the U.K. and the 

U.S., unlike those in France, are ruthlessly scrutinized. The Guardian and the New York 
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Times therefore framed the American and British societies as societies where sexual 

offenders could not live successful lives as public officials because of public scrutiny.  

American and British politicians are thus framed by The Guardian as better behaved 

and morally superior people to their French counterparts.  

In Sciolino’s (2011) article she quoted Pierre Haski, one of France's leading 

political commentators, who said in an interview that “we felt that we were superior to 

the Americans and the British by upholding the principle of protecting private life,'' 

adding that it was time for a change. Several articles published by The Guardian and 

the New York Times most especially mentioned the regrets harbored by some in the 

French press about their silence on Strauss-Kahn’s past sexual digressions. All of these 

examples send across a message that the French have acknowledged the superiority of 

the Americans and British because the American and British media uphold their officials 

to higher standards of sexual behavior, and those who digress are publicly exposed. 

The Guardian also painted a picture of French people who are discontented with 

the privacy laws in their country. Nathalie Kosciusko-Morizet, French environment 

minister, is quoted rejecting the suspicions of some French politicians that the DSK 

case was a trap intended to bring down the 2012 presidential frontrunner because she 

had “confidence in the American justice system” adding that: “It's so French to see 

conspiracies everywhere, it's something in our culture I think” (Rushe & Chrisafis, 2011). 

Another instance in which the British paper seems to reflect the perceived 

discontentment of French people with the state of sexual affairs and the secrecy 

surrounding it was through the article with the headlines: “Strauss-Kahn arrest: France 
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asks itself why 'open secret' was tolerated: Media taboo shielding political elite kept IMF 

chief's record in realms of gossip.”  

The “we vs. them” attitude is also evident in articles that try to frame the French 

as a society that condones sexual deviance, specifically extramarital affairs. Report 

after report from the New York Times depicts a society that condoned Strauss-Kahn 

and several other politicians’ sexual misconduct because they were afraid of casting the 

first stone.  De la Baume (2011) used a quote condemning the French Socialist Party 

from Anne Mansouret, mother of another Strauss-Kahn accuser, Tristane Banon to 

exemplify this point. Mansouret said that ''between the truth, what you know as being 

true, and what people present as being true, there is a often a difference in politics” and 

that she had anticipated that the Socialist party which she and Strauss-Kahn belong to 

will deny the allegations that Strauss-Kahn had attempted to rape her daughter. The 

Guardian talks of how the French sympathized with Strauss-Kahn, an accused rapist, 

and that Francois Hollande, a leading Socialist presidential contender had been aware 

of Banon’s accusations of Strauss-Kahn but had remained silent 

The Guardian also attempted to explain the reason behind the widespread nature 

of extramarital affairs in France. They reported that the French still follow the historical 

patterns of a monarchy, where it was common for the kings to have mistresses. In fact, 

according to an unnamed editor cited by Chrisafis (2011) “Consensual extramarital sex 

is a non-story in France,” as many senior male French politicians are either: gropers, 

charmers, cheats or serial seducers.”  

A majority of French people cited in New York Times articles were sympathetic 

toward Strauss-Kahn and thought that the case was a trap or that the accused’s arrest 
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and the manner in which it was done was brutal and cruel. A New York Times headline 

from the May 17, 2011 edition reads: “As case unfolds, France speculates and steams.” 

The term “steams” draws allusion to intense anger felt by the French in relation to how 

the Americans were handling the DSK case. True, many were not happy with the 

parade of Strauss-Kahn in cuffs, and true, 57% of French people surveyed by Higher 

Audiovisual Council (CSA) in France believed that Strauss-Kahn had been trapped, but 

not all French people felt that way, and they certainly do not come across as steaming 

or incensed, but displeased in the quotes used by the New York Times. 

Le Monde’s coverage actually confirms this frame. In numerous articles, they 

mention French people who think that the DSK affair was a set up. This paper actually 

uses quotes from people who are incensed about Strauss-Kahn’s arrest and the perp 

walk.  An 82-year old Socialist is quoted saying “on l’a eu,” meaning they got him, while 

a 22-year-old militant compares Strauss-Kahn’s arrest to Julian Asange’s, whom he 

says was coincidentally arrested just at the right time. Strauss-Kahn’s friends are 

quoted saying that the trappers got him “Russian style;” other supporters called the perp 

walk brutal and unnecessary. Jack Lang, former culture minister in France, called the 

American media coverage of Strauss-Kahn a media lynching, which is vengeful toward 

the French (Schmitt, 2011). The former French minister of Justice, Robert Badinter, 

referred to the perp walk as the use of the American media by the police to perform a 

media killing of Strauss-Kahn as though he was the enemy number one (Schmitt, 2011).  

Through the repetition of such statements, Le Monde portrayed him and not Diallo as 

the victim of a conspiracy intended to destroy his career and political aspirations. 
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 It seemed important for the American journalists to make it clear that the French 

media operated under a different manner than they did as they reflected on French 

attitudes toward the perp walk, which they reported was shocking to the French. 

However, while the American and British media seemed to talk about the practices of 

the French press in a judgmental manner, Le Monde initially seemed to provide 

background information about the way the American press covered the Strauss-Kahn 

case and other scandal cases involving leaders in merely an explanatory manner. It 

thus seemed as though they thought it was necessary for their French readers to 

understand a system of coverage that was different from theirs, but without criticizing it. 

However, in all subsequent reports, Le Monde ignored this explanation and piled 

up quote upon quote of criticism for the American media system. It reported that the 

French public and Strauss-Kahn supporters found the perp walk disgraceful and 

shocking. Lesnes (2011) actually wrote that the perp walk is done by the Americans 

with the intention of humiliating or recognizing the efforts of prosecutors. Their attack on 

the American system of distributing pictures of arrested individuals hit a mark when 

Talès (2011) reported that Judge Melissa Jackson had taken an inconsiderate decision 

to allow cameras to film the so-called humiliating and disturbing images of Strauss-

Kahn’s first court proceedings.  

In a May 18 article by Talès, the French paper reported that the American media 

and justice system was under attack in France for being brutal and hypocritical among 

others. Judge Jackson was even accused of being biased against the French because 

she denied Strauss-Kahn bail and thus her actions were regarded as an act of 

vengeance against the French. In another article published on May 19, Le Monde 
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criticized the American police, judicial system and the media. The police were criticized 

for behaving like the actors from the “Law and Order” television series; the judge for 

imprisoning Strauss-Kahn without allowing him to defend himself, while the Wall Street 

Journal was criticized for publishing a banal article which implied that Strauss-Kahn was 

a flirt who had gotten away with his habits because the French society allowed it. The 

repetitions of these claims once again framed Strauss-Kahn as the victim not only of a 

trap, but also of the American despise of the French. 

Le Monde also brought in another new element to the “we vs. them” frame 

related to division within France. In previous articles covering the DSK case, the paper 

had mentioned that French public opinion was that Strauss-Kahn had been the victim of 

a conspiracy. This statement, which was usually presented as a report of what the 

citizens were saying, took an editorial tone on May 17, 2011, when Alain Faujas called 

Strauss-Kahn’s absence from the economic scene as “un neutralization,” translated in 

English as “an elimination.” In the same sentence, Faujas (2011) continued on to say 

that the G20, which was headed by the French President at the time, will face difficulties 

in achieving its tasks because of Strauss-Kahn’s elimination. This assertion makes 

Sarkozy look like an incompetent leader who owed his success as G20 leader to 

Strauss-Kahn. On May 19, the French publication pushed forward with this ideology of a 

Strauss-Kahn being the victim of a French conspiracy when it compared Strauss-Kahn’s 

arrest as the symbolic murder of a man at the peak of his glory. 

It is popular knowledge that before his arrest, Strauss-Kahn was a popular 

Socialist contender for the Presidency. He was considered a likely winner in the French 

2012 elections over the current president, Sarkozy. Le Monde’s editorial stance could 
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be attributed to its endorsement of the Socialist Party in 1981 and more recently during 

the last presidential elections in 2007. 

 

Victim-Blaming 

On May 17, the New York Times seemed to show concern over Diallo’s well-

being when it published a report with quotes from a man who claimed to be Diallo’s 

brother. Through the quotes from the man, whom the New York Times later revealed 

was no relation to Diallo, the Times portrayed her as a hardworking woman who does 

not have an easy life and whose only family in the U.S. are her brother and daughter. 

She was presented as a victim who suffered serious pain because of Strauss-Kahn’s 

actions. The Guardian and Le Monde presented their first account of what the effect of 

the alleged sexual assault could be on Diallo on May 18 and 19, 2011 respectively. 

They also cited a man who identified himself as Diallo’s brother. According to them, the 

brother reported that Diallo was saddened by the events that happened and that “She is 

a hard-working woman who is just a victim. She is a wonderful West African immigrant 

who just wants to work hard."  

Initial depictions of Diallo presented her in a sympathetic light in the New York 

Times. The New York Times’ John Eligon called Diallo a victim several times in his May 

17 report, while Jim Dwyer for the same publication on May 18 called her a widowed 

immigrant and mother. This calls to mind sympathetic images of a defenseless plaintiff 

who was the victim of a violent crime. However, the media presentation of Diallo 

seemed to get judgmental after this as it seemed that the media expected Diallo to 

prove her innocence or to prove Strauss-Kahn’s guilt. Dwyer (2011) wrote that computer 
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records could indicate that Diallo’s account of the sexual encounter with Strauss-Kahn 

was if it showed that the housekeeper’s master key was used at the time she claims she 

attempted to escape from Strauss-Kahn’s room. Several Le Monde reporters talked 

about inconsistencies and missing pieces in the police report on the way and time the 

alleged sexual assault occurred, noting that Strauss-Kahn’s friends and advisors said 

that sexual aggression was not in his nature. Though they did not say it directly, the 

underlying message was that Diallo had to prove that her claims were true.  

On May 19, Le Monde published an article that again raised doubts about the 

authenticity of Diallo’s claims, entitled “Une mystérieuse autodestruction” meaning “a 

mysterious act of self-destruction,” in which the paper once again insinuated that 

Strauss-Kahn had either been the victim of a conspiracy or his self-destruction. The 

author stated that in the event he had self-destructed, the woman normally would be the 

victim. However, Strauss-Kahn is not just any ordinary defendant, the reporter went on 

to say, and so this case must be handled differently. Le Monde thus sent across the 

message that Diallo’s accounts had to be scrutinized more carefully than other cases 

because of Strauss-Kahn’s stature. 

The New York Times mentioned that the New York Post had written that Diallo 

lived in an apartment complex for AIDS victims. Though the Times attributed this claim 

to the New York Post, publishing those claims again raised doubts about the plaintiff’s 

lifestyle, morals and even the credibility of her accusations. In the St. John’s University 

rape case, the media drew attention to the teen’s past in order to discredit her (Moorti, 

2002, p. 86). The allegations about Diallo’s HIV status framed Strauss-Kahn and not 

Diallo as the victim in this case. The claim that the media could have been raising 
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doubts about her credibility is evident in Zernike’s (2011) article for the New York Times 

in which she stated that journalists who had gathered at Diallo’s apartment complex 

asked her neighbors what her behavior was like, as if her behavior was a determining 

factor in proving that she had been sexually assaulted.  

Diallo’s character was also cast in doubt when The New York Times made 

repeated mention of the claim that Diallo lied before the grand jury and that the 

prosecutors were unsure of Diallo’s credibility because they had questions about the 

details she had given of her personal life. The Times also published claims by Strauss-

Kahn’s defense team that Diallo’s purpose for accusing their client was to make 

financial profit. The accusations took a more serious note she was accused of plotting a 

financial scam during phone calls with an African man in an Arizona prison. She was 

quoted to have told the inmate that: “Don’t worry, this guy has a lot of money. I know 

what I am doing” (Dwyer, Eligon & O’Conner, 2011). Kenneth Thompson, Diallo’s 

lawyer responded to those accusations by saying that she was not referring to Strauss-

Kahn in that statement, but the article was presented as a trial where the accusations 

against Diallo were made and then she had to defend herself in subsequent 

paragraphs. The New York Times thus portrayed Diallo as a gold-digger and a source 

who lacked credibility. 

 

Strauss-Kahn as a Sexual Predator 

The media framed the accused in the DSK case as perpetual offender and 

wrongdoer. They even presented him as somebody who was aware of his weaknesses 

but continued on the path of destruction. An April 28, 2011 interview of Strauss-Kahn by 
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the French newspaper, Liberation, was dug up by the New York Times to prove this 

point. Strauss-Kahn stated in this interview that his weaknesses were: “Money, women 

and my Jewishness.” “Yes, I like women,” Strauss-Kahn added, “So what?'' (Thomas & 

Erlanger, 2011, Chrisafis, 2011). The Guardian provided a continuation of that 

discussion in which Strauss-Kahn went on to give a hypothetical example of an incident 

that could bring him down: 

“A woman raped in a parking lot who is promised half a million euros to make up 
her story” (Chrisafis, 2011). 
 
The Guardian also framed Strauss-Kahn as a man with a sexual problem when it 

reported that a $1,200-an-hour escort had refused to see Strauss-Kahn after one date 

because he was aggressive. Another interesting quote about Strauss-Kahn’s sexual 

prowess is taken from former Paris bureau chief for The New York Times, Elaine 

Sciolino’s nonfiction work on seduction entitled, La Seduction.  Maslin (2011) reported 

that Sciolino quoted a French comic who had suggested that women dealing with 

Strauss-Kahn needed to “wear burqas in his presence.”  

Strauss-Kahn’s marital infidelity is also evident in the following excerpt from an 

article in which the New York Times’ Baker and Erlanger (2011) portrayed him as a man 

who let his weakness interfere with his job: 

 Though Mr. Strauss-Kahn received generally high marks for his stewardship of 
the bank, his reputation was tarnished in 2008 by an affair with a Hungarian 
economist who was a subordinate there. (Baker & Erlanger, 2011) 
 
The Hungarian economist is quoted by The Guardian for saying that Strauss-

Kahn had a problem which rendered him unsuitable for a leadership position in an 

organization that hired women. The New York Times reported with attribution to a letter 
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of complaint sent to the IMF by the economist that Strauss-Kahn had used his power to 

force her to have an affair with him. 

 The affair with the Hungarian economist, Piroska M. Nagy is not the only 

previous sexual dalliance of Strauss-Kahn’s that the media focused on to show that the 

accused was a perpetual unfaithful husband and sexual predator. He was also accused 

of groping Aurelie Filipetti, a Socialist parliamentarian, attempting a rape on French 

journalist, Tristane Banon and having sex with her mother, Anne Mansouret. The 

Guardian reports that Mansouret said Strauss-Kahn was as obscene as a boor on the 

day they had sex in a Paris office (Willsher & Rushe, 2011). 

Benedict (1992) states that the media usually present accused males either as “a 

depraved and perverted monster or as the boy next door who is the antithesis of the 

pathological rapist” (p. 18). Strauss-Kahn fits the former description and is framed as a 

self-destructive individual who knows his faults but continues in the path of destruction. 

Despite his behavior, he gets away with his sexual misconduct and remains in a 

leadership position until the New York affair with Diallo.  Le Monde’s Sophie Landrin 

(2011) actually called him his own enemy while her colleague, Raphaëlle Bacqué 

(2011) called him a pleasure seeker with a weakness for women. By presenting 

Strauss-Kahn in such a light, it almost seems like the media expected Diallo to have 

known his reputation and to have taken extra precautions such as ensuring that his 

hotel room was vacant before going in to do her chores. 

At the same time, the media sometime portrayed a contradictory image of 

Strauss-Kahn. Yes, he had erred in the past, but according to New York Times reports, 

he is a charming, intelligent and skilled leader whose messages are even adorned with 
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two smiley faces. Chrisafis (2011) reported for The Guardian that Strauss-Kahn’s allies 

perceive him as a seducer without “the profile of a rapist,” while John Henley for the 

same publication says his former students thought he was full of charm, wit and warmth. 

Le Monde’s Sophie Landrin (2011) added to this list of positive attributes when she 

described Strauss-Kahn as brilliant, ambitious and diligent. The Guardian’s Rushe and 

Chrisafis (2011) quoted Strauss-Kahn’s ex-wife, Brigitte Guillematte who had positive 

things to say about her ex. Guillematte said that: “He’s someone who is gentle. Violence 

is not part of his temperament.” 

These representations of Strauss-Kahn frame him as a caring and charming 

individual who wants to bring joy to those he communicates with. They may serve to 

exempt him from claims that he had sexually assaulted Diallo. On the other hand, the 

media framed him as an intelligent man who made unfortunate decisions in life 

concerning extra-marital affairs, but portrayed him as such a great seducer that he does 

not need to rape women. These representations served to once again frame him as an 

innocent man. 

 

Focus on Details  

Earlier articles on the DSK case paid great attention to the events that happened 

before and after the alleged sexual assault occurred. As Moorti (2002) argued, the 

media are known to invoke the false rape charge in rape cases by “focusing on 

superficial details such as the scene of the assault, the events immediately prior to and 

after the assault, and the circumstances lead to the assault” (p. 73). 
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A few stories reported the prosecutor’s and police accounts, telling the accuser’s 

side of the story. A few days into the story, however, the media attempted to explain the 

plausibility of truth in the accusations from the perspective of Strauss-Kahn supporters. 

It was reported on several occasions that it was not possible for Strauss-Kahn to have 

assaulted Diallo because he was not in his hotel room at the time he is said to have 

assaulted the maid.  

Also, it had been mentioned that the police version of the alleged sexual assault 

indicated that the accused probably left his hotel room hastily. Many other reports by the 

New York Times and Le Monde cite friends of Strauss-Kahn who claimed that the case 

was a trap. These sources claimed that that Strauss-Kahn could not have been on the 

hotel grounds when the alleged sexual encounter took place because he had lunch with 

his daughter before boarding the plane. Le Monde also stressed that Strauss-Kahn was 

not fleeing from New York after committing an offense because he had purchased his 

first-class ticket to France before his encounter with Diallo.  

Numerous articles focus their attention on what Strauss-Kahn did before and 

after the sexual encounter, but do not state what happened during the encounter. Le 

Monde’s Bacqué and Cypel (2011) provided details of what was reported to have 

happened between Diallo and Strauss-Kahn, but focused more on what brought him to 

New York, how long he had planned to stay there and what he did after the alleged 

sexual assault. After explaining the events surrounding the alleged attempted rape, Le 

Monde then seemed to offer proof that probably Strauss-Kahn was innocent. After all, 

Le Monde reported, there were inconsistencies in the police accounts of the hotel 

incident because they did not mention that Strauss-Kahn had eaten lunch with his 
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daughter before boarding the plane. By framing the story this way, these reporters put 

Diallo in a position where she had to defend herself. 

Le Monde also explained the events that were supposed to have happened 

before and after Tristane Banon’s 2003 alleged attempted rape encounter with Strauss-

Kahn. While the newspaper included details on how Strauss-Kahn supposedly forced 

himself on Banon, it ends the narration of events by questioning why she had not made 

the charges against Strauss-Kahn earlier, casting doubt on her account. Another article 

published by Le Monde on July 20, 2011 focused on interviews of people Banon said 

she had confided in about her attempted rape by Strauss-Kahn. Le Monde actually 

recognizes that the purpose of this article was to confirm the accuracy of Banon’s 

claims through the corroboration of her account with those of her confidants.  

 

It is an Economic and Political Crisis 

The newspapers also mentioned frequently that Strauss-Kahn’s arrest was an 

impediment to the success of the financial world.  A May 17, 2011 article by Stephen 

Castle for the New York Times, about a meeting of European finance ministers said that 

“the absence of Dominique Strauss-Kahn… cast a long shadow over the meeting, 

depriving ministers of the advice of a powerful and experienced European with a pivotal 

role on the global financial stage.” Castle (2011) then went on to quote Strauss-Kahn’s 

friend, who said that the arrest saddened him. None of the articles offered Diallo’s 

perspective of Diallo she felt about her supposed violation. Another article published on 

the same day in the New York Times stated that Strauss-Kahn’s absence at a meeting 

of financial chiefs had clouded the deliberations.  
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The meeting of the 17 finance ministers of the Eurozone was overshadowed by 
the absence of Dominique Strauss-Kahn, head of the International Monetary 
Fund and French presidential hopeful, who is facing sexual assault charges in 
New York. Strauss-Kahn has been a key player in the Greek drama. (Brussels, 
2011) 

Strauss-Kahn’s importance was equally stated in an article for The Guardian: 

His experience is widely perceived to have been crucial while the German 
chancellor, Angela Merkel, and French president, Nicolas Sarkozy, wrestled with 
the eurozone's biggest crisis since its inception. His absence will increase 
worries about the IMF's longer-term capacity to promote deals to an increasingly 
divided Europe. ‘It's like losing an experienced ship's captain, while navigating 
particularly difficult, uncharted waters,’ said Jan Randolph, head of sovereign risk 
analysis at IHS Global Insight. (Inman, 2011) 
 
Le Monde called Strauss-Kahn’s arrest a blow to the Eurozone, which was in 

crisis because he was one of the few who could confront the German chancellor and 

French president (Faujas, 2011). These reporters even wrote that Strauss-Kahn’s 

absence was bound to complicate the work done by the G20, which was headed at the 

time of his arrest by French President Sarkozy. 

Most stories with the economic angle do not make mention of Diallo but focus on 

Strauss-Kahn and how his arrest had caused unrest on the global economic scene. 

They centered on issues such as Europe’s debt crisis and the role Strauss-Kahn could 

play in meetings aimed at settling this crisis, but he was in jail; the need for a new 

leadership for the IMF; the contenders for the top management position at the IMF; 

scramble by Europeans to maintain the leadership of the IMF and eventually, the victory 

of another French politician as IMF managing director. 

It is also evident from media coverage that Strauss-Kahn was an important 

member of the French political elite. He is a member of the French Socialist party, and 

at the time of his arrest, a leading candidate for the French presidency. In numerous 

articles, his political ambitions took the center stage, thereby ignoring the attempted 
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rape charges in New York and Diallo. Statements about the severe implications of 

Strauss-Kahn’s arrest include: 

 
The 62-year-old was led into the criminal court hearing in handcuffs to face 
charges over a brutal sexual assault which have left the IMF in disarray and sent 
shockwaves through French politics, almost certainly ending the presidential 
hopes of the man tipped as the clear winner against Sarkozy in 2012. (Rushe & 
Chrisafis, 2011) 
 
Other reporters in all three publications analyzed for this study went as far as 

classifying his arrest not only as a personal disaster to Strauss-Kahn, but to the entire 

Socialist Party:  

President Nicolas Sarkozy was reported to have told his party's legislators that 
the arrest of Dominique Strauss-Kahn was a disaster for the Socialists, who had 
lost ''the moral part of the battle for the presidency. (Erlanger & Bennhold, 2011) 

 
 “Les députés socialistes : " C'est notre 11-Septembre à nous” reads a headline 

from Le Monde on May 19, 2011, comparing Strauss-Kahn’s arrest and its political 

impact to the “September 11” attacks, only this time, the French Socialist Party was the 

only victim of an attack of such magnitude. 

Like the New York Times, The Guardian and Le Monde framed the DSK affair 

mainly as an economic and political issue. However, The Guardian and Le Monde’s 

framing of this case in this way surpass the New York Times because rarely is mention 

made of Diallo in their accounts or the how the sexual assault is said to have happened, 

especially in Le Monde. In the days following the accusations, The Guardian dwelt on 

those who were vying for Strauss-Kahn’s position such as former British Prime Minister 

Gordon Brown and French Finance Minister at the time, Christine Lagarde. Even 

Strauss-Kahn sometimes received merely a passing mention in such articles, while 

Diallo was ignored.  
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Earlier reports from Le Monde mentioned the reason why Strauss-Kahn was 

arrested, but provided no accounts of what happened in the hotel room or information 

about the maid. Le Monde reporters wrote about how this arrest was bound to hurt 

Strauss-Kahn’s career and political chances irrespective of outcome of the trial; the 

shame it brought to France; the problems the G20 and the IMF were going to face 

because of the absence of Strauss-Kahn and even the political implications of his 

arrest. Le Monde framed their coverage of the DSK case as battle between Sarkozy 

and Strauss-Kahn for the presidency, with Sarkozy winning because of Strauss-Kahn’s 

arrest. These articles with an economic and political nature failed to describe the 

plaintiff’s side of the story or even report how enduring a sex crime could affect its 

victims.  

 

Failure to Put Rape in Context 

Rape statistics show that the number of sexual crimes reported in the U.S. is on 

the rise. However, the media failed to put the DSK case within the context of crime that 

is happening at an alarming rate in the U.S. By so doing, the media framed their 

coverage of this case as a one-time incident that does not happen regularly in New York 

and the U.S.  

A few articles, however, attempted to show that the DSK case was not unique. In 

a report for the New York Times, Al Baker (2011) reported that New York’s Special 

Victims Squad handles about 6,000 sex crime cases a year, thus putting into context 

that sex crimes are happening at a significant rate in that city. Another article from May 

27 reported that two New York police officers were acquitted of rape charges during the 
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DSK case, showing that rape cases and allegations were common in the state. The 

case involving the police officers seems to indicate that the powerful are hardly held 

The jury's decision also underscores the difficulty of obtaining favorable results 
for women who say they were sexually assaulted, and who often are subjected to 
scrutiny and skepticism that keep many of them from speaking out. (Eligon, 
2011) 
 
Almost none of the articles analyzed mentioned the impact of rape or sexual 

assault on its victims, even though these victims are known to suffer from emotional, 

psychological and physical problems. One of the exceptions was Le Monde’s Pierre 

Jaxel-Truer briefly mentioned that a Centrist leader in France, Jean-Louis Borloo, 

thought that a crime such as rape could be degrading to all women if it was confirmed 

that Strauss-Kahn had actually attempted to rape Diallo. 

 

It is the DSK Case and Not a Sexual Assault Case 

In the 1989 Central Park rape case, the media were criticized for giving a label to 

the events, which changed the meaning of the story. Moorti (2002) states that the 

mention of the word “rape” was rare in the media and the euphemism “brutal attack” 

was used to describe the case (p. 85-86). This reduced the intensity of the crime 

committed against this woman, according to Moorti (2002). With the Strauss-Kahn case 

however, the New York Times and The Guardian continuously referred to the crime as 

sexual assault or attempted rape. Even though this case became popularly known as 

the DSK case, news reporters did not euphemize the severity of the allegations made 

against Strauss-Kahn. Le Monde however picked up the habit of referring to the alleged 

sexual encounter between Diallo and Strauss-Kahn as “l’affaire DSK,” translated as the 

DSK case. 
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While the media framed the story as a rape case, they did not identify it as 

Diallo’s rape case, even though she was the alleged victim. It was known as the DSK 

case, named after the prominent man who was accused of sexual assault. Even articles 

that were specifically written on rape during that period for the New York Times had a 

more broad focus and mentioned the Diallo’s case against Strauss-Kahn as an 

example. An example of this is a June 8 article entitled: “In cuts, fears for program that 

assists rape victims,” which focused on budget cuts to programs that examine rape 

victims. This article merely recognized that Diallo had been examined at one of the 

Sexual Assault Response Teams in New York that was facing budget cuts.  

Media coverage for the most part provided so much background information 

about Strauss-Kahn, French politics and sentiments as well as the economic impact of 

his arrest that it seems possible that the audience could fail to realize who the other 

stakeholder was and how the alleged sexual assault had impacted her. Judging from 

the number of times that Diallo was mentioned in reference to her case against Strauss-

Kahn, one might get the impression that The Guardian and Le Monde were covering 

Tristane Banon rape case and not Diallo’s case, because the latter got more attention 

from those papers. 

 

Focus on Appearances 

 In the coverage of the DSK case, the newspaper once again, in line with the 

media’s focus on women’s appearances, tended to provide physical descriptions of the 

women they wrote about. In the New York Times article by Kate Zernike (2011) the 

issue of physical attributes was raised when Zernike reported that reporters who had 
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gathered at Diallo’s apartment complex asked her neighbors if she was beautiful. 

Though Zernike does not state that this question was asked by a New York Times 

reporter, it raised the issue, which distracted from the main problem, which was 

attempted sexual assault. Also, her looks were unimportant to the case, as beauty was 

not a determinant in whether or not she was sexually assaulted or not. 

 In another article published on that same day by the New York Times, Alderman 

and Bennhold (2011) continued with the American media’s fascination for providing 

physical descriptions of women in the news. They described then French finance 

minister, Christine Lagarde as “tall and stylish, with a shock of silver hair and a 

penchant for Chanel jackets.” Strauss-Kahn’s former mistress, the Hungarian economist 

was reported to have blond hair. Nowhere in the reports did the media provide a 

physical description of Strauss-Kahn, except for two articles in The Guardian and New 

York Times which described the long black coat he was wearing to court to face 

charges and that he looked tired. His physical attributes were never given in articles that 

enumerated his professional attributes.  

By July 23, 2011, De la Baume (2011) in an article for the New York Times 

described another French woman, Strauss-Kahn accuser Tristane Banon, as mature, 

determined and self-confident. She continued to state that Banon looks “like a pale, 

skinny adolescent and wearing ripped jeans,” thus providing an unnecessary physical 

description of Banon, whose appearance is not relevant to her case. 

 By focusing on women’s appearances in their reporting of serious stories such as 

a sexual assault case and a woman’s bid for the prestigious job as head of the IMF, the 
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newspapers framed women’s appearances as more important than the serious criminal 

complaints they were making or their career accomplishments.   
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CHAPTER V  

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Discussion 

The purpose of this study was to examine how three leading Western 

newspapers: the New York Times, The Guardian and Le Monde used social class, race 

and gender as factors determining their coverage of a rape case involving an African 

immigrant and a prominent European. Through the use of frame analysis, the results 

show that class, race and gender played an important role in the framing of the case 

known as the DSK case, named after the powerful man who was accused. Analysis of 

newspaper coverage of this case can be broken down into the four separate functions 

of frames: defining problems, diagnosing causes, evaluating actions and prescribing 

solutions. In the Strauss-Kahn case, the New York Times, Le Monde and The Guardian 

covered the events in ways that were representative of these four frame functions. 

 

Defining Problems 

In the coverage of the DSK sexual assault case, the media sometimes identified 

problems arising from the case, while at other times, their coverage exposed certain 

problems with the way they handled the coverage of the case. Findings show that all 

three newspapers were involved in defining the problems which they portrayed were 

most relevant to this case. By so doing, the New York Times and The Guardian actually 

differentiated themselves from Le Monde, while the French newspaper differentiated 

itself from the American and British publications. Many articles published by the New 

York Times and The Guardian identified the main problem of the sexual assault 
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allegations as the moral decadence in French society and the silence of the French 

about sexual digressions, especially in cases involving prominent male figures. Le 

Monde also identified problems with the American media which it criticized for being 

intrusive on people’s privacy, and for executing judgment on arrested individuals like 

Strauss-Kahn through the dissemination of perp walk pictures. To the French 

newspaper, it is not only the media in the U.S. that is problematic, but the judicial 

system as well that needs to be improved on. Le Monde described the American judicial 

system as vengeful, French-hating and craving for popularity and attention because of 

its perceived mistreatment of Strauss-Kahn, who was never convicted of a crime. 

Though the three newspapers under study were reporting an alleged sexual 

assault case, neither the New York Times, The Guardian nor Le Monde focused on sex 

crimes as a societal issue that needs to be solved. A few mentions were made about 

other rape cases and the number of rapes that occur in New York, but none of these 

papers made the effort to explain to their audiences what the statistics were or what 

victims of sex crimes could do in order to seek help. The newspapers, therefore, failed 

to identify a problem that is plaguing the American society at an alarming rate and 

offered no solutions to this problem. 

Another facet of the coverage was the repeated publication of claims by Strauss-

Kahn supporters that he was not capable of rape and that he was the victim of a plot. 

This sent a message that powerful and rich men should not be held accountable for sex 

crimes against less privileged women. The Guardian and Le Monde especially, 

repeated these claims in numerous articles; thus, a reader could believe Strauss-Kahn’s 

supporters’ assertions to be true based on the number of times they were repeated.  
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Although Strauss-Kahn ultimately was not convicted of any crime, the 

newspapers strongly contested and questioned Diallo’s allegations through the 

newspaper coverage, as if a simple hotel maid and immigrant should not be taken 

seriously in comparison with a powerful worldwide figure.  

The coverage of the DSK case by the three chosen publications differed. Though 

all three papers paid little attention to Diallo other than challenging her, The Guardian 

showed less compassion for her than the New York Times. The Guardian hardly ever 

identified Diallo in its stories. The Guardian explained that Strauss-Kahn was in jail on 

accusations of sexual assault, but gave no information about Diallo in most of these 

reports. The Guardian’s attitude towards Diallo could be attributed to the British media 

policy of coverage of Africa and the historical contest of colonialism. Diallo’s home 

country, Guinea, was never a British colony and has no ties with the U.K.  

The French press, on the other hand, was full of contradictions. For most of its 

coverage of the case, Le Monde appeared nationalistic, as it was supportive of Strauss-

Kahn and repeatedly suggested that the hotel incident was a conspiracy to destroy him. 

However, compared to the New York Times and The Guardian, it is the paper which 

paid the most attention to Diallo and the negative effects the incident could have on her. 

It is also the only paper that dedicated an article to Diallo in May, about two months 

before she publicly identified herself as the Strauss-Kahn accuser. This paper also 

gives the perspective of other supporters of Diallo other than her brother and lawyer. It 

mentions French female politicians who sympathized with her. Neither the New York 

Times nor The Guardian provided such information, thus giving the impression that 

Diallo did not receive support from anyone other than her family and defense team. The 
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issue of class comes across in the coverage of the Strauss-Kahn case through the 

newspapers’ emphasis on prominence. All three newspapers relied mostly on prominent 

sources for their information. Also, these newspapers also brought out the aspect of 

class through their focus on Strauss-Kahn, who received much more media attention 

than Diallo.  

Tristane Banon is another French personality who received more coverage than 

Diallo. Like Diallo, Banon is an alleged sex crime victim; both women accused the same 

man of attempting to rape them. Strauss-Kahn was under arrest in New York for 

sexually assaulting Diallo, yet, coverage by the New York Times, The Guardian and Le 

Monde seemed to be centered on the coverage of Banon’s case against Strauss-Kahn. 

The three newspapers gave their audiences more information about Banon, who is 

White, than they did about Diallo, the African immigrant. This coverage pattern identified 

race as a determinant of the quality and quantity of coverage a sex crime victim might 

receive from the Western media. 

One salient theme in the coverage of the Strauss-Kahn case is the good vs. bad 

girl theme, which Meyers (1997) states are the two ways sex crime victims are usually 

presented by the media. The New York Times writer, Kate Zernike’s May 19, 2011 story 

described the journalists encamped in front of Diallo’s apartment after she filed the 

complaint against Strauss-Kahn. She writes that these journalists were asking Diallo’s 

neighbors about her behavior. They wanted to know what her neighbors thought of her 

behavior, as if her past or her attitude was a determining factor in their acceptance of 

Diallo as a credible source. 
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Diagnosing Causes 

The American and British newspapers blamed the supposed moral decadence in 

France on the French strict laws on privacy, which have allowed powerful men in 

France like Mitterrand and Strauss-Kahn to live double lives without being questioned 

for their activities. Sciolino (2011) states that "the French have traded in rumors and 

secrets, and there are several reasons why they can be passed around in private circles 

but not put into public discussion.” In the same light, The Guardian reported that 

consensual extramarital sex is not newsworthy in France because the French still follow 

the historical patterns of a monarchy, where it was common for the kings to have 

mistresses (Chrisafis, 2011). Le Monde on its part blamed the issues the unfair nature 

of the American media and judicial system on their need for revenge against the French 

and the desire of the American police to get public attention. 

 

Evaluating Actions  

The coverage of the DSK case also raises a very important point: the reporting of 

sex crimes. Sex crimes such as rape are considered private matters not only in the U.S. 

as the literature suggested, but also in France. Tristane Banon’s failure to report that 

Strauss-Kahn had attempted raping her during an interview nine years ago because her 

mother had asked her not to. Banon’s mother had explained then that because Strauss-

Kahn had only attempted to rape her daughter and not actually raped her, no one would 

believe her. Instead, her mother, Anne Mansouret had arranged a private meeting with 

Strauss-Kahn, who was her best friend’s husband at the time, and also a lover of hers 

at a certain time.  
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Prescribing Solutions 

Another issue that comes up in this study is that rape reporting helps in breaking 

the silence of other sex crime victims about their victimization. A sex crime victim’s 

decision to reveal that she was victimized helps only in ensuring the prosecution of 

these cases, but it encourages other women to speak out. Sex crime victims have 

reported that criticism and distrust from society and the press are among the factors that 

discourage them reporting their rape. However, one victim’s courage to report the crime 

irrespective of these fears could motivate other victims to follow her example, and this 

might probably lead to increased prosecution of these cases. Banon’s decision to report 

Strauss-Kahn’s attempted rape was based on Diallo’s legal action against Strauss-

Kahn. Also, The Guardian reported on June 24 that two other French women had 

gathered the courage to accuse another former French minister, Georges Tron, of 

sexual assault after they saw the allegations made against Strauss-Kahn in New York 

(Chrisafis, 2011). The media thus probably unknowingly identified the reporting of sex 

crimes as a factor that could inspire other victims report that they too had been victims 

of the violent crime. 

This study revealed that there are similarities between the American and British 

media, and dissimilarities between these two media systems and the French media. 

The issue of naming sex crime victims raises another difference between these media 

systems with the New York Times and The Guardian keeping Diallo’s identity secret as 

if this would protect her privacy, which it did not. Like with the New York Times and 

most American news agencies, The Guardian has a policy that discourages reporting 
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the names of sex crime victims. Their code of ethics states that the “press must not 

identify victims of sexual assault or publish material likely to contribute to such 

identification unless there is adequate justification and they are legally free to do so” 

(The Guardian, p. 10).  

The New York Times stands by a policy similar to that of other news 

organizations in the U.S, which protect “the identities of complainants in sex crimes, 

while awaiting the courts' judgment about the truth of their accusations” (Denno, 1993, 

p. 1128). The strict privacy laws in France, however, seem to be protective only of the 

privacy of the arrested parties and not the accusers. Le Monde, like several other 

French newspapers such as Le Figaro, published Diallo’s name and even picture before 

she identified herself. The American and British media therefore provided Diallo with 

privacy and protection from identification by keeping her identity secret until she 

revealed her identity in July. 

Limitations and Future Research 

One of the qualities of good academic research is its potential for generalization. 

This thesis, a case study, is focused on one particular incident and the media coverage 

of the story. It is therefore limited because the results cannot be applied to Western 

media coverage of all African sex crime victims in the U.S. Future research could 

therefore address this research gap. 

Also, while this paper explains what frames three newspapers used in their 

coverage of the Strauss-Kahn case, it does not provide reasons why they chose those 

frames. This research could have benefitted from the combination of another research 

method such as a survey or interview of journalists who covered this case to find out 
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why they framed the stories the way they did and whether the framing of the stories in 

that manner was an intentional act. 

Lastly, this study is a trans-national analysis of three major world newspapers in 

the Western world. It fails to include the perspective of an African newspaper, 

considering that one of the stakeholders in this case is African. Including an African 

newspaper in future research will not only fill that gap, but also provide valuable insight 

into how the African press covers African female victims of sex crimes which could be 

compared to coverage from the Western media. It would be interesting to find out 

whether the African press portrays its citizens in a more positive light than the Western 

media. 

Conclusion and Recommendations 

The media have the power to influence sex crime victims’ willingness to report 

that they were victimized. Presently, fewer than 50% of rape cases reported are 

prosecuted, thus leading many sex crime victims to doubt whether their own cases will 

be prosecuted (Linden, 2011, p. 834). Based on findings from this study, it might be 

accurate to assume that rape victims not only in the U.S., but also in the United 

Kingdom and France, might be discouraged from reporting their victimization due to 

fears about the media coverage they might receive. The framing of the coverage of the 

DSK case by the New York Times, The Guardian and Le Monde might give sex crime 

victims the impression that they will be judged by the media and that this might be even 

more thorough based especially on the assailant’s socio-economic status. 

Madigan and Gamble (1991) encourage women who fall victim to sex 

victimization to report the crime to the authorities irrespective of the nature of the crime 
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and how it happened. Their motive is that despite the flaws in the system, reporting the 

crime could empower victims, and have repercussions on their assailants at home, work 

or in their social settings (Madigan and Gamble, 1991). Like all sex crime victims in the 

U.S., immigrant sex crime victims fear criticism by the media and society if they report 

that they were sexually assaulted or raped.  

However, justice cannot be served if these women do not take the first step. 

While the New York Times, The Guardian and Le Monde may have failed to emphasize 

that rape and sexual assault are serious problems, which can only be solved through 

reporting and prosecution of these cases, Diallo’s decision to report her alleged sexual 

assault by Strauss-Kahn definitely brought up the issue of rape to the public’s attention. 

Diallo may have been victimized by the media, but she empowered other women such 

as Tristane Banon to speak out about her own victimization. Although Strauss-Kahn 

was acquitted of the sexual assault charges, he equally suffered repercussions such as 

the loss of his job as the IMF managing director, and an opportunity to run for the 

French presidency. 

Alleged sex crime victims such as Diallo should therefore think about reporting 

their victimization with the goal of punishing their assailants, and also with the objective 

of creating awareness that sex crimes are being committed in increasing numbers in the 

U.S. and that the assailants need to be punished. Diallo’s case may have been 

dismissed, but this in no way proves that her claims were false. As Madigan and 

Gamble (1991) assert, the processes that ensue after a rape charge has been filed 

leading up to the trial are “issues of judgment rather than truth” (p. 130).  
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Nittle (2011) actually identifies Diallo’s race and socio-economic status as the 

reasons why she received the quality of media treatment that she doubts could be given 

to White victims of a higher social status. This study was, therefore, important because 

by analyzing the coverage of a sexual assault case, it identified problems with media 

coverage of sexual assault cases, especially those involving prominent assailants and 

immigrant victims. Media coverage of sex crimes might still be problematic as previously 

suggested by several critics; however, it has improved over the years. The American 

and British newspapers decision to call Strauss-Kahn’s alleged crime by its name and 

not by a euphemism is evidence of that improvement. However, the media still need to 

improve on their coverage by serving as watchdogs of society, a voice for the voiceless 

and underprivileged sex crime victims who do not need or deserve a trial by the media, 

or be ignored in the coverage of their cases. 

 While the decision by media organizations to keep the identities of sex crime 

victims’ secret provides these women with the privacy protection that they need, it might 

also be important for these victims to publicly identify themselves. As seen in the DSK 

case, coverage on Diallo in the New York Times and The Guardian increased after she 

exposed her identity. In order for sex crime victims to tell their side of the story so 

coverage of such cases do not seem biased toward them based on the quantity of 

coverage they receive, it might therefore be important for these women to identify 

themselves. 

It is important for the reporters who cover sex crime cases to respect the basic 

principles of their profession such as truth, accuracy and fairness. Sex crime victims are 

traumatized by the crime, and media’s skeptical and judgmental coverage further 
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victimizes these women. It is not the role of reporters to judge the validity of an alleged 

victim’s claims, based on her character or manner of dress. Rather, the media should 

focus on reporting the facts of the story, keeping in mind the need to “show compassion 

for those who may be affected adversely by news coverage” (SPJ Code of Ethics). The 

media should also educate and inform their audiences about the importance of reporting 

sex crimes. 
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